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PROFILE OF THE INAUGURAL LECTURER: 
PROFESSOR CHRISTIAN NWACHUKWU OKEKE 
Chainnan, Ladies and Gentlemen, our Inaugural Lecturer for today, 
Chris Nwachukwu Okeke, Professor of Law and Dean of the Faculty of 
Law, Enugu State University of Science and Technology was born fifty 
years ago into a middle class family at Obinofia Ndiuno in Ezeagu Local 
Government Area of Enugu State of Nigeria. 
After his primary and post-primary education in Nigeria, he 
proceeded to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in 1964 (now 
Commonwealth of Independent States);' where he studied law in Moscow 
State University, and later at Kiev State University. His professional 
career started in June, 1969, when he eamed a Master's Degree in Law 
(Summa Cum Laude) and won the First Prize for the best graduating 
student in his class for that year under Professor Igor Ivanovich Lukashuk, 
an eminent Soviet-Authority on Law of Treaty and the then Dean of the 
Faculty of Law, who is presently of the Mosc'ow Institute of State and Law 
of the Soviet Acaqemy of Sciences. 
In December, 1969, Professor Ok eke registered for a Ph.D Degree 
at the Law Faculty of the Free University of Amsterdam under the 
supervision of Professor P.H. Kooijmans, a distinguisiled Dutch Profess6r 
of International Law and one time SecretUl'y of State for For.eign Affairs 
of the Kingdom of the Netherlands. At this point in time, Professor Okeke 
also had the great privilege of being supervised by that eminent British 
Jurist' and expert in Law of Treaty, Judge Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice, of 
blessed memory, who at the material time was a judge of the International 
Court of Justice, and a contemporary of our beloved Excellency, Judge C. 
Dadi Onyeama. 
Those years of sCholarship under such renowned scholars yielded 
the much desired harvest culminating in the examining body 
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recommending that Professor Okeke's Ph.D Thesis be published. Thus, 
he brilliantly earned his Ph.D degree in November, 1973 at a youthful age 
of thirty three years. Chris Nwachukwu Okeke thus made his mark early 
in academics and Law publications. 
His first book "Controversial Subjects of Contemporary 
International Law" was published in 1974 and was favourably reviewed 
in about a dozen reputable international scholarly journals among which 
were the American Journal of International Law, The Soviet Journal of 
International Law, The Modern Law Review, Cornell International Law 
Journal, California Western Law Journal to mention a few. The famous 
American Professor of International LaW, Professor Alfred Rubin, 
reviewing Professor Okeke's first book in the American Journal of 
International Law about eighteen years ago, noted; 
"His versatility in law is remarkable, 
Having drunk deep of two main different legal cultures". 
Armed with the golden fleece, he returned to Nigeria in 
November, 1973 and took up appointment as a lecturer in Law at the 
Faculty of Law of the University of Nigeria, Enugu Campus. He was the 
first graduate of Law from the-then Eastern Europe to be appointed to 
teach Law in any Nigerian University. Owing to local situations, he was 
called to Bar only in June, 1980. 
His intense concern for Scholarship made him attend several 
important national and international academic conferences, workshops and 
seminars. He presented papers in a good number of them. A prolific 
writer and linguist with a good command of at least five languages, our 
l~turer, apart from his first two books which are now widely used as 
standard texts in institutions of higher learning within and outside Nigeria, 
and the latest one "Theory and Practice of International Law in Nigeria" , 
1978, already receiving recognition in some Nigerian Universities, is a co-
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author of over a d\lzen other books and sole author of over thirty scientific 
papers. He has equally assessed several law manuscripts for publishing 
companies. 
He has been very effective as ana.cademic, intemationallawyer 
and law teacher. He belongs to numerous professional Associations and 
at present, the Assistant Secretary":General of the Nigerian Society of 
International Law. 
He was tne Chairman of at least three NUC Accreditation teams 
for Faculties of Law in the country. 
In 1983, he was the adviser and leader of the Nigerian Team to 
that year's Philip Jessup Moot Court Competition in Washington DC, 
U.S.A. His team was adjudged one of the top ten from about 125 
• 
participating teams of Law Schools from allover the world. 
Author, Academic, Barrister and distinguished ESUT Chairman of 
Ceremonial's Committee and Orator, Chris Nwachukwu Okeke left the 
University of Nigeria in August, 1985 for his first challenging and 
pioneering academic assignment as founding Dean and Professor of Law 
of the Faculty of Law of the then Anambra State University of 
Technology, a job he creditably did as Dean between 1985 and 1989. 
With the creation of States in Nigeria in August, 1991, as a result of 
which his former University was split into two, he resumed what has now 
become his "traditional" role of founding the Faculty of Law of the Enugu 
State University of Science and Technology. 
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, I present to you today's 
inaugural Lecturer, Professor CHRISTIAN NWACHUKWU OKEKE. 
-
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
Various scholars and persons made contributions in one way or 
another, in enriching the content of this inaugural lecture. I wish to record 
my profound gratitude to some of them. 
The ftrst person is Professor Robinson Ifeanyichukwu Egwuatu, 
Professor of Agricultural Entomology, who variously served as Dean of 
Biological Sciences of the Defunct ASUTECH Faculty of Biological 
SCiences, and immediate past Dean of Agricultural Sciences of AS UTECH. 
He was instrumental to my picking the topic of this lecture. Having as a 
friend, observed plosely the harassments I,kept going through in explaining 
out the relevance of law in a University of Science and Technology at 
every tum, to either panels or persons, once queried: why should you not 
choose a topic for your inaugural lecture which will offer once and for all 
an answer to this nagging question? We eventually decided that I should 
title such a lecture: "Law, Science, Technology and Society" Which was 
the original topic. In the process of the actual writing of this lecture, I 
finally settled for the present title. I than him immensely for this and for 
reading through the ftrst draft from a scientist's point of view and offering 
11seful pieces of advice and/or criticism, from the reservoir of his ever 
ready scholarship. 
I thank my colleagues, of both former AS UTECH and present 
ESUT, for persisting in raising this question; for without them, I may not 
have embarked on the research in this area. 
I thank Professors Cyril Agodi Onwumechili and Julius Omlora 
Onah for serving as catalysts making it possible for the education of the 
writer and others that there is a relationship between law, science and 
technology by allowing my Faculty to be established in these Universities. 




I ,remember and acknowledge m~ numerous past and 'present 
students of law, over the past twenty. years' of my academic career who, 
as it were, offered the necessary academic testing ground for me to test 
my th~ries of learning; particularly in Law. 
My' third son, Obumneme Okeke, was particularly helpful in 
assembling and writing up the list of my suggested references for further 
reading. "Dad, I can ~ that research must be tasking", he always told 
. , 
me in my study, even late into the night. I hope he willleamanp deliver. 
I thank him. I thank Alex Ugwuanyi for his expert typing. 
Finally, I thank God for his mercies without which this lecture 
could not have been possible. 
I alone am responsible for the views expressed therein. 
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CHRIS NW ACHUKWU OKEKE 
PROFESSOR AND DEAN OF LAW 
PREFACE' 
Throughout the writing of this text, two objectives have been 
paramount, namely, to present the materialolearly and simply. The thesis 
is that law is at the basis of any human endeavour and learning. In fact, 
no area of stuQies can afford not to/fecognize law a~ the foundation of its 
take-off. Thus, the end of education as Professor AE. Houseman put 
it "is the good and beautiful. We study they say, not that we may earn 
livelihood, but. that we may transform and beautify our inner nature and 
culture" 
Science and Technology need law jus~ as law needs them. 
Technology and its transfer are subject to the socio-economic, historical, 
political and legal factors of a given society and the emphasis given to it 
are essentially a function of the influence of how the particular society is 
established, the nature· and the content of law in that society are 
established. 
Science has enonnous impact on both Municipal and public 
International Law. This is even so, when it is realised that science and 
technology need law to properly develop and preserve the results of 
inventions and discoveries. Scientific discoveries are the product of the 
mental ingenuity and enterprise of an individual, group of individuals or 
even organisations. These inventions and inventive activities need 
necessarily to be protected legally. 
Public International Law presents easily the best area of law in 
which science has made the greatest impact. The reason is not far to seek 
for the regularity of the emergence today, has resulted in the enactment of 
numerous legal rules. 




technology are wide, but the underlisted represent the major one:telegraph 
lines and cables; radio waves and radio stations; rivers, smoke and fumes; 
Radiation across frontiers; rockets, missiles, and satellites; the polar 
regions; the sea Bed and Subsoil outside the continental shelf; and space 
and outer space. 
There are also new sources of energy which include mainly: 
Hydro-Electric Power and Atomic Energy, Solar Energy. 
The new devices need specific international regulations in the areas 
of telecommunications; Radio sounds and sounding rockets; Satellites, . 
Ocean data Stations; Radar and regulations relating to jurisdiction and 
control. 
Law, above all, has much relevance for the proliferation and non-
proliferation of biotechnology, because they raise legal problems. In 
Nigeria, examples of cases that reared their heads in this area include: The 
Earnest U go test-tube baby controversy; the UNTH Paracetamol Syrup 
case in which eleven babies died, etc. The importance of genetic 
engineering for the people of the developing countries also in the field of 
agriculture is enormous. Environmental protection for the manipulation of 
micro-organisms and plants is of particular importance. Thus, there is a 
legal obligation to inspect plants regularly. International nuclear war 
occupies an order and technology. In researching into scientific areas; law 
has 'greaqnfluence. There is ne~d to control potentially harmful effects~of 
experirrientsJntemationally througb law. Specific areas tn~t call for such . .' 
reglollation.ij,tclude weather mo9if~n experiments, contamination oror . . 
from outer space or celestial bodies; artificial radiation belts; long distance 
radio communication (project West Ford) and nuclear bomn tests. 
The Law has above all, relevance for environmental protection, 
with particular reference to pollution. The areas of concern include: 
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pollution of inland waters by waste chemicals of industries, insecticides 
and radio-active waste; pollution of the air by smoke and fumes; pollution 
of the atmosphere and outer space by rocket exhaust, pollution of outer 
space by orbiting "hardware" and pollution by insecticides or pesticides. 
By way of my humule personal contributions to legal science and 
education, to merit my title :Professor of Law:, reference must be to my 
basic academic qualifications which are incontrovertibly excellent, 
scholarship through pUblications, competence in the execution of my 
primary assignments whenever I have worked so far within the University 
system; academic leadership and demonstrated and tested quality for 
upholding the truth and excellence without minding whose ox is gored, and 
above all, service to humanity. 
I have demonstrated all these qualities in concrete and practical 
tenns, both in theory and practice. In training my students who have 
pulled their weight, satisfactorily both, nationally and internationally, 
evidence of the impact of innovations introduced by me with regard to 
subject combinations are instructive, but most significantly, is the thesis 
that no learning not marched with practice is complete. 
In all these, we recognised that people, systems and circumstances 
could present obstacles. The colonial legal system of the country which 
fonned the framework for the training of the first generation of Nigerian 
lawyers, had its own negative aspects. The joy is that we have survived 
all these and became in the end as they say in the bible, "the rejected 
stones that turned to fonn the corner stone of the house". 
In conclusion, we lament an impending cataclysm in the fact that 
Africa's future in the areas of science and technology is bleak. I expressed 
this fear way back in 1974, in my first book "CQntr~versial Subjects of 




One-sided technological transfer is a perpetual form of dependence 
which must be rejected. The imperfect forms of· protection against 
potent:ally harmful effects of experiments, with regard to research in 
science and technology, call for further attention from both scientists and 
lawyers, particularly, international lawyers. 
In my final assessment, therefore, law is a bulwark of science an<l 
technology, and as such, it must occupy a central position in Universities, 
whether traditional or the so-called technological and/or s~ientific. 
CHRIS NW ACHUKWU OKEKE 




Today is an auspicious moment in my life. This: day marks a 
turning point in my academic career when I am called upon to deliver my 
inaugural lecture. The occasion reminds me of November 30th, 1973 
when I publicly defended my Ph.D thesis at Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
The only difference is that while on that historic occasion I stood before 
an audience of over one thousand people of various nationalities answering 
barrages of questions, it seems that today my task is a lot easier. For oOe 
thing, I stand among familiar people on familiar ground. I am expected 
to deliver my message on my chosen topic and leave the assessment of its 
quality to the audience, completely free from entertaining questions arising 
from what I have said. 
It is a unique honour and privilege to deliver the pioneer inaugural 
" " 
lecture from the Faculties of Law of the Enugu Sta~e University of 
Science and Technology and the Faculty of Law of the defunct 
ASUTECH, which are indeed, among the youngest faculties of law in the 
country today. I do so with profound humility and gratitude to God 
Almighty for giving me the rare opportunity to play these roles. One has 
to be grateful to God for so many reasons. To be honoured in one's own 
country with the revered and prestigious title of "Professor" which is the 
highest recognition of one's intellectual and academic distinction the world 
over, is to focus the attention of the whole nation, nay the world, on such 
a recipient. For obvious reasons, therefore, the functional, practical as 
well as "the theoretical experiences acquired and available to us over the 
years of our study, teaching, writin~ and practicing in the area of our 
chosen topic of discussion must .n~Ssarily traverse th~ two universi~es 
mentioned, among others. 
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While Leans are temporary, institutions are timeless. As another 
colleague rightly noted in another similar occasion as today, the Dean is 
the custodian for the time being of the faculty and holds it in sacred· trust. I 
It is this duty iIi collaboration, cooperation and consultation with·various 
persons and constituencies of the institution to shape, influence and 
interpret the goals and mission of the faculty. 
An inaugural lecture is traditionally an occasion for looking back to 
one's pred~ssors, paying tribute to their distinguished work and looking 
forward with hope and expectation. The chair of law like every chair at 
its inception has known no predecessors. Accordingly, I must take my 
guiding precedent in the tradition and idea of the University - an 
institution characterised simply by loyalty to the idea of truth and 
excellence. By seeking truth and the improvement of mankind through . 
earning, the University aims to stand for man's humanity per excellence. 
A.E. Houseman in his introductory lecture "as Professor of Latin" at 
the University College, London,/argued that the end ~f education is ... the 
good and beautiful. We study they say, not that we may earn livelihood, 
but that we may transform and beautify our inner nature and culture. 2 
Further, at the risk of a charge of being unnecessarily pedantic, I would 
like to suggest to this august audience that a university inaugural lecture 
affords the recipient of the title "Professor" an opportunity to demonstrate 
to his co-peers and to the whole public in general within the space of one 
hour or so, part of that expertise for; which he has been given such a very 
high academic recognition;3 
As you know, the subjec$ of this lecture is: "SCIENCE, 
TECHNOLOGY AND THE L\ W". The choice of this topic was done 
deliberately with extreme thoughtfulness and excitement. Even though the 
topic does not represent the core cjf my major research efforts in my 
academic career, my recent assignments within a University of 
Technology have compelled me for reasons that will hopefully emerge in 
the course of the lecture to examine the subject matter rather critically and 
in great detail. 
1. Shyllon, F ... "Freedom. luatiee.!IId!be Due Process of Law" 
being text of an inaugural lecture delivered at the University of Ibad.an on Thursday 15th May, 1986. 
2. Houseman, A.E., Selected Prole. Cambridge University Press, 1961. 
3. Aguda, T.A., "The ChaUgnce for Nigerian Law and the Nigerian Lawyer in the Twenty-First 
Century:. being his Nigerian National Merit Award Winner's lecture delivered at Abeok~ta on 
Wedne.<bw, 14th September, 1988 p. 3. 
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.u 1l'j CJl~1.W UlcU. al Ult:: t::no, itwui oecolrie clearJO 'many Whatf~ 
seience and technology have made on law &toth nationally and 
internationally and the degree of their iIlter-relationsbip. 
The question which YQuwill-be entitled ·t()·ask is why this topic'! 
What has law to do with Science and Technology-,! My answer is simple: 
in the period of over 28 years since I have been a student of law, and 
have been in the teaching and practice / of it, I have come to the 
incontrovertible concll,lsion that law is an indispensable ingredient of all 
human endeavour, 4 henCe Our thesis that branches of learning in such 
fields as science and technology need to be rooted in proper legal 
framework to avoid any immediate or future problems or complications. 
The establishment of a Faculty of Law at the then Anambra State 
University of Technology or indeed, any University of Technology for 
that matter, generated so much oontroversy not only among some 
members of the public, but also among some of our knowledgeable and 
revered coll~gues. No wonder, therefore, that from the inception of the 
then ASUTECH Faculty of Law during 1985/86 session, and recently at 
the inception of the Faculty of 4,w of ESUT,. questions have been 
repeatedly posed as to the validity of the Faculty Law's continued 
existence in such universities.4a 
It is considered proper on this occasion to attempt an education of 
the uniformed of the correctness of the place of the Faculty of Law in the 
Universities of Technology. Before doing so, let me briefly sketch the 
history of the Faculty of Law of the then ASUTECH and that of the 
present ESUT .. 
The Faculty was started as a Department of Law in the then 
Faculty of HumanitiesS with five dedicated and able staff all of whom but 
one staff came from the Institute of Management and Technology (lMT) 
Enugu. 
4. I have stressed this point of view in nearJyall my later-wOl'b: ObIto C.N •• Tho gact of Law on 
Marketing. in 1_0. Onah's (ed) of Marketing in Nigeria, 1919, pp. 165-115; Tho logal Framework 
of the Provision of Open Spaces in anambra State of' Nigeria in the Journal of Tropical 
Environment. 1979 al)Cl several others 
4a. I have had to defend this query at least before two official Govommeat Panels and unofficially, 
before numerous persons both within and from outside the univeraity cin:los. The first Panel was 
that of Agu-Ogan Review Panel in. 1985 and the now adjudged mrlmoulOkochukwu Adimorah's 
Visitation Panel of 1988 set up by, the Col Robert Akonobi AdllliniltQltion in the then Anambra 
State. 
5. The Faculty of Humanities had a very short life span. It existed botween August, 1985 to November 
30th, 1985 when the merger of former ASUTECH and IMT ~diasolved by a court decision; 
which decision has now been reversed by the Enugu Division of the Court of Appeal in 1988. 
6. The present inaugural lecturer. 
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The first intake of students in the faculty was seventy fiye. With the 
collapse of the merger, all the members of staff from the IMT returned to 
that institution. 
The Senate of the University in carrying out t¥ order of the then 
Governing Council - The Interim Joint Council, on course rationalization 
and realignment, reconstituted the Faculty of Humanities and re-named it 
Faculty of Law and Social Sciences. In 1985/86 Senate in obedience to 
the requirements of the Council of Legal Education separated law from 
social sciences and gave it full faculty status with four departments. The 
Faculty was formally inaugurated by the then University-Chief Executive, 
Professor C.A. Onwumechili, on Thursday 25th August 1986. It is fitting 
that I should pay tribute to that foremost distinguished and dynamic 
university administrator, Professor Cyril Agodi Onwumechili, who during 
his tenure, first, as President and later as the Vice-Chancellor of the then 
ASUTECH introduced the study of law to the University. The Nigerian 
Governmental act of State creation on the 27th of August, 1992, resulted 
in the split of the former University into two autonomous institutions, 
namely, the Enugu State University of Science and Technology and the 
Nnamdi Azikiwe University. 
Following the Federal Government policy on asset sharing, the 
Faculty of law of the defunct ASUTECH, reverted to the new Anambra 
State. Promptly, the first Vice-Chancellor of ESUT, Professor 1.0. 
Onah, set up an Advisory Committee on the advisability or otherwise of 
establishing a Faculty of Law in the University. This Committee had five 
members6a under the distinguished chairmanship of Honourable Justice 
Eze Ozobu, the Chief Judge of Enugu State. 
The Committee recommended the establishment of a Faculty of 
Law to commence during 199V92 session to be located at Enugu. This 
recommendation was approv~'by both the. University and the Government 
of Enugu State. Thus, a Faculty of Law with four departments -
Jurisprudence and Legal Theory, Public and Private International Law, 
Public Law and Private law, were approved with an intake of 50 students. 
This lecture is, therefore also dedicated to the two university 
academic legends and administrators - Onah and Onwumechili - for their 
foresight in promoting legal education in the University, not minding the 
cynicism and criticism of the narrow-minded and the uninformed on the 
place of law in the set up. 
6a. ~embers of the Advisory Committee on the eatablillhment of the Faculty of Law were Honourable 
Justice Eze Ozobu, the Chief Judge of Enugu State (Chairman). 
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The unique nature of the law programmes in these faculties lies in 
their practical? orientation and inter-disciplinary content and approach. 
We strongly believe that the teaching of law is totally 
. inadequate if it is not accompanied by a background of economics, social 
and political sciences and indeed politics, science and technology for law 
do not operate in a vacuum. A lawyer must not only be more than a 
craftsman but must be a man or woman of broad views and interests, able 
to. view legal issues in their broadest social, economic and political 
aspects8 and not purely from a techno-juristic stance. 9 
It is of historical importance to note tor posterity the briUi~nt 
performance of the pioneer students of the defunct ASUTECH Faculty of 
Law. On graduation in June/July, 1989, 87% success rate was recorded, 
the breakdown of which was as follows:-
Second Class Honours (Upper Division) (21) = 4 
Second Class Honours (Lower Division) (22) = 40 
Third Class Honours = 40 
Pass = = 8 
At the Nigerian Bar Finals examination in 1990, 85% pass rate 
was recorded out of which two were in the (21) grade. Thus, the young 
Faculty of Law started to make its own contribution to the world of 
learning. 
In concluding the general introductory part of this lecture in order 
to give way for the discussion of the subject matter, I would wish also to 
express my sincere appreciation once again to all those who gave me their 
7. In keeping with the former ASuTECH academic regulations, law students from the University 
before graduation must have had at least six months of practical industrial attachment experience 
within a period of three or four years of study in relevant establishments. This has been widely 
acclaimed by both the Bar and Bench as a positive step to acquaint the young lawyer with- at an 
early stage of his future career. This programme is retained in the ESUT programme. 
8. See, Shyllon J. 2lh cit. 
9. According to Osita Eze, a techno-jurist is a jurist who confines himself to purely legal aspects of a 
social phenomenon to the detriment of other basic meta-legal factors. 
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unflinching support in my first challenge of setting up a Faculty of Law, 
,particularly those who either generously donateq towardS our law librarY 
appeal fund which was launched at Ikenga Hotel, Awka in April, 1988, 
or offered ~ their expert services by way of teaching, especially C.O. 
AkpamgboEsq. S.A.N., The Federal Attorney-General and Minister of 
Justice of the Federation of Nigeria, and Professor B.O. Nwabueze 
S.A.N.,10 Professors C. U. Degbune and M.C. Okanyboth of the Faculty 
of Law, University of Nigeria, Enugu Campus to name Dut a few. 
Special thanks also must be addressed to the distinguished members 
of the University Law Library Development Committee and 
Parents/Teachers' Association of the then Faculty of Law, ASUTECH 
under the distinguished Chairmanship of Hon. Justice P.K. Nwokedi, then 
Chief Judge of Anambra StateY 
The history of the successful development of the Library of the 
then Faculty of Law can never be complete without such names as N.N. 
Onugha Esq., former Chief Registrar, Anambra High Court and Attorney 
General, Anambra State, Chief A.O. Mogboh S.A.N., Chief Chimezie 
Ikeazor, Hon. Justice Eze-Ozobu, First Chief JudgejEnugu State. 
10. Both distinguished and illustrious sons of Anambra State were Visiting Honorary Professors of Law 
to the Faculty. 
II. The Law Library Committee _8 made up of the following: 
Hon Justice P.K. Nwokedi, then Chief JudF of the then Anambra SIllIe, and Retired Justice of the 
Supreme Court of Nigeria; Hon Ju.ices J.C.N. Ugwu'and K. KeaWr, funner AlIOrney's General 
of the then Anambra State at1d nIWi Judges of EougtJ and Anamba Slates 'rnpecCively; O.N.A. 
Enechukwu, Chief Regillttlr, Enugu State ICiih Court, Hon Justice Eze Ozonu Chief Judge Enugu 
Stete, Ptof .. 1QI' Chiwcpile~, thoa.,¥We-Chancellor of ASllT~H, Dr (Mrs) Naozi Ene, 
Ptofeuor8;O.habueu, !i.A". ~,£.I, Nwogugu, CbiefG:--'''~,N.N., OIiof 
P.O. BelonwuS.A.N., A.N. AnyameneESq. S.A.N., Chief A.O.MogbohS.A.N., C.O. Akpamgbo 
Esq. S.A.N., current Federal AUOrney-Generaland Minister for Justice, N.N.Onugha Esq., Mra. 
F.C. Ofodile, Chief Alllhu.rJ1-*'-. ~r. Ar1hur ~e, 844. Nwofor E8q. Chief Rosiltrar, 
Anambra State, Mrs. 8. okwor, apl! a.rrNter Annie Egbuna. 
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METHODOLOGY AND CONCEPTUAL FRAME WORK: 
Up till now, in this introductory section of our present discourse, 
it may appear to some people in the audience that I am becoming pedantic 
in sketching through the historical terrain of my roles; first as a student 
, of law (which I very much still am), a scholar, writer, practitioner and 
.·recently, principal builder of two centres now for the production of 
lawyersl2 and an effective contributor in the shapening of the development 
of yet two other faculties of law in Nigeria at my academic career.13 It 
is for good reason that I approach my task this way. Irrespective of 
where and when law is discussed, there is hardly any agreement as to its 
meaning, role or scope of application. 14 
As had been indicated earlier, many completely deny and stoutly 
refute the relevance of law in certain sections like the one we are dealing 
with today, such as a University of Technology or indeed with regard to 
certain disciplines in the area of science and technology. This is precisely 
why, therefore, some wonder what the role of law is in a University of 
Science and Technology. 
I will hasten here to add that I am all for science and technology, 
just as I am for law and other areas of human learning. But, what do all 
these mean, or should mean to the African? To better appreciate my 
position on this important subject, I will start by articulating my 
methodology, conceptual foul'!dation and general background which always 
inform my conception of social concepts generally, and in particular, the 
operative concepts in this assignment - law, science and technology, and 
relate them to the current crises of African scientific and technological 
development in order to suggest a possible way out in the context of the 
evolving world order. 
12. I have been privileged to be a Double Foundation Dean of two Faculties of Law in Nigeria, namely 
that of the defunct ASUTECH, from the inception of the Faculty in August, 1985 to September, 
1989, and recently assumed that of the Faculty of Law of the Enugu State University of Science and 
Technology from its inception in October, 1991 till it pleases God Almighty to keep me in the role. 
13. First, at the University of Nigeria Faculty of Law; Enugu Campus between4nuary, 1974 to the end, 
of July, 1985 rising to the rank of ~enior Lecturer where I acted administ~tively at various ti~~ 
as Associate Dean and Acting Head of Department of International Law. At the University'of 
Calabar Faculty of Law between October, 1983 and October, 1984 where I lectured law during my 
one year Sabbatical leave. 
14. Some better and fuller treatment will be given to a discussion of this important concept at an 
appropriate place in this research. 
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2. BACKGROUND TO MY LEGAL EDUCATION AND 
ORIENTATION 
My inclination, perception and idea of law and legal institutions 
must have taken their initial root from my parental background, and 
experiences. My late father, apcu;t from serving in the then colonial 
judicial administration, retired into the village as an acknowledged and 
noted arbitrator and settler of local disputes matters relating to both civil 
and criminal. issues in the community. As a young man fresh from 
college some years after the country's political independence, my first 
contact with persons qualified in the law was mainly with those trained in 
the Common Law system who had just returned from England. During 
vacation and in my free time, I had the habit of going to observe cases in 
courts. 
One day out of curiosity, I attended a public lecture delivered to 
the youths at the Enugu Municipal Hall by Chief Udegbunam Nwokolo 
Anya. He was a vibrant, highly articulate and impeccably dressed young 
lawyer just back from London. Though the subject of his talk was 
intended to motivate the youths towards their civic duties in society, he 
could not resist punctuating his speeches with statements bearing on legal 
principles and jargons. It never occurred to me then that I shall 
eventually end up reading law, what more, in a non-common law system, 
to start with. 
Some years later, as a law stude"t in Moscow and thereafter 
Kiev,15 my Professors then were quick in calling the attention of the 
students to the fact that law. could be studied both from the positive legal 
standpoint and from the integrative approach. 
The interdisciplinary emphasg in the nature and study of law was 
often emphasized. In this regard, I must single out for mention, 
Professors Nedbilo (now of blessed memory) and Lukashuk of the Soviet 
Academy of Sciences. 
During lectures, the teachers strained to point out what later 
became. evident to me in my advancro readings in law, that the legal 
system in England was positivist in nature whereby it is taught that:-
- Law was synonimous with ju':tice; 
- all were equal before the law; 
15. The first one year, 1963 - 64 was spent doing language in Moscow State University while the next 
five years 1964 - 69 were spent in Kiev State University doing law proper up to Master' Degree. 
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- democracy was ensured by the political organisation ancllrthe legal 
system; 
- the rule of law was the norm rather than the rule by man~ 
- the judiciary in the application of the law was impartial, :~d' 
- every person was treated with equity. 
On the other hand, it was explained that the study of law from the 
integrative approach, preferred by the lecturers, deepened by intellectual 
favour of the socialist thinking had a better chance of genuine search for 
the emancipation of the poor under a dynamic and intellectual leadership 
of a good man. I was persuaded by this latter method in the study of law 
which in tum set me on my journey in search of the true meaning of law, 
society, science and technology, and their connection. 
There is no doubt that the positivist approach to the study of law 
is conservative while the integ~ative approach is liberal. Accordingly, in 
Nigeria as in developing countries, there is a battle between the liberal 
and conservative intellectuals on the one hand and the radical intellectuals 
on the other. 16 The said battle exists even more at all levels of the legal 
profession in Nigeria today, whether in the academic or in the legal 
practice proper. In this battle, I have chosen the side of progress. 
Accordingly, I believe that the operative concepts of this lecture which are 
science, technology and law will be better understood from the standpoint 
of the political economy approach. The clarity will come out with the 
effort on definitional problem which is now to be undertaken. 
, , 
If this evening, therefore, I try to direct your thoughts to the issues 
of law, science and technology, it is because I hold the view that they are 
closely related and connected. None can properly exist, or indeed take off 
without the other. Furthermore, I also entertain the opinion that an 
inaugural lecture can and should reflect a degree of social relevance and 
thereby serve humanity. 
16. See, Osita C. Eze, African. New World Order, Human Rights .nd1>emocracy, being a text of an 
Inaugural Lecture as Professor of La~, delivered at the Imo State University Auditorium on 




3.1 GENERAL: THE NECESSITt' FOR A DEFINITION 
In recent years there have been increasingly intensive efforts to 
find definitions of the concepts we shall deal with in 
this lecture. The three operational 'concepts are law, science and 
technology. All these cOncepts without exception, raise controv~rsy as to 
their definition or interpretation for depending on one's conceptual 
framework and. world view, the meaning of each may vary. An 
exclusively pragmatic approach to the legal problems of law, scie,nce and 
technology, i.e. one which seeks to deal with individual practical issues, 
is in reality unsatisfactory from an academic point of view. 
A proper scientific approach aims at systematization, i.e. the 
formulation of points of view which are capable of generalization and the 
establishment of the relationships between them within the overall system. 
The aim of the quest for a definition is to create unity. The definitions 
must necessarily satisfy certain requirements. For instance, they must 
include as elements the leading points of view in which the diversity of the 
subject matter of law, science and technology can be summarized and 
from which they in tum can be developed in a structured system. Let us 
now tum to the definitional aspect of the papers. We shall, therefore, in 
consonant with our methodology ascribe the meaning attached to each. 
3.2 SCIENCE DEFINED 
We will look at this subject fro(l1 a number of different angles, 
bearing in mind that other approaches could be possible. We will draw 
some examples from a number of aspects of this vast subject whose 
surface one can only hope to M;ratch, and in few instances penetrate more 
deeply. Modem life is carried out with the tools provided by science, and 
more importantly, the very character of human life is moulded -by the 
products of scientific technology. 17 
Science is concerned with knowledge especially of facts or 
principles gained by systematic studies. By knowledge we mean a 
particular branch of learning especially one dealing with a body of facts 
17. Dubos, "Logical and Choices in Science, Proceedings of the/ American Philosophical Society, Vol. 
107. October 1963, p. 368. 
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L_~ 
ot truths· systematically. arranged and $baring the .opeIatiOn Of';; ..... 
laws. IS science and -education are' vital factors in shaping and deveteJPlnl 
the hu~ personality in thepr~nt epoch. Both help to "ei\hance human 
dignity and reveal the human persOnality. 19 As two truly powerful factors 
they enhance human-dignity and reveal man's power and 'resources. but 
only to the extent that they give a certain freedom to his actions, directly 
or indirectly promoting society's practical efforts to transform reality; that 
is, to enrich marl's second nature. 
ne potential of science for good or for evil may be illustrated by 
a hypothetical example. Two students are studying abroad: one is 
studying medicine; the other physics. They return to their countries 0Ji 
graduation and a few years after, war breaks out. A soldier is wouJjJded 
by a weapon invented by the physicist, while the doctor (surgeon) works 
to help the soldier. Should we blame science, should we blame the 
scientists, or should we blame the politicians, the decision-makers, for 
being responsible for this perplexing absurdity?20 
A great deal of achievement has been recorded in science in recent 
times. Society has equally reached a high intellectual level, but it remains 
doubtful whether the same can be said about our moral qevelopment. In 
further expression of worry over this state of affairs, a distinguished 
scholar had this to say: 
"For many years I have been concerned about the contradiction 
that exists between ethical principles of behaviour that apply to 
individual human beings, and are in general conformed to, and the 
immorality of the actions··of nations and of national leaders, who 
are willing, instead of settling their differences in a moral and 
peaceful way, to sacrifice the lives of millions of human beings.21 
18. An example could be science of mathematics, systematised knowledge especially of the laws of facts 
of physical or material world. In other works, skills resulting from training. 
19. This was declared by the great humanists and enlighteners of all ages. Among them are Francesso 
Patrarca, 10rdano Buino, Desiderius Erasmus, Thiel Acosta, Mickhail Lomonosov and Alexander 
Radishchev. 
20. Mouton, "The Impact of Science on International Law" , 
(Extracted from the "Recueil des Cours", Volume III, 1966) p. 192. 
21. Pauling, "No More War", 1958, p. 168. 
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3.3 
During the past hundred yean there have been astounding 
developments that have compeletly changed the nature of the world 
in which we live. So far as I can see, the nature of diplomacy, of 
the conduct of international affairs, has changed very little"22 . 
If we have in our definition of science regarded it, in part, as 
having to do with knowledge of facts or principles acquired 
through systematic studies, it is because we realise that by 
presenting science as an important mode of developing the human 
personality, it lays the foundation for enormous technological 
advances, which in tum could have substantial impact on both 
national and international affairs of peoples. We shall at 
appropriate places in this paper outline the reaction of the 
international community, as manifested by multilateral and bilateral 
conventions, resolutions ofintemational organizations, ~nalysis and 
reports of private legal groups and the work of individual legal 
scholars, to the challenge of scientific and technological 
developments. 
WHAT IS TECHNOLOGY? 
Definitions by themselves create problems. The term "technology" 
by its nature is dynamic and glaringly controversial. Different definitions 
of the term have been proffered each representing the definer's world 
view and orientation. 23 Some approach the problem from a narrow 
subjective standpoint, some from an objective stance, while yet, others 
from the point of view of a combination of the available data, socio-
economic and cultural dimensions. In concrete terms, these diverse 
approaches could be simply summarised under two categories namely, the 
puristic or technlstic approach and the multidimensional approach. 
For th~ same rea~on, as we had earlier indicated, the puristic or 
technistic approach to the definition of technology must be rejected and 
the multidimensional approach preferred. The "technistic" or "puristic" 
definition of technology would present it as: 
22. Ibid. at p. 194 
23. For further reading on various definitions of te~hnology. See: Egyptian Draft Cod on Te~hnology 
~ Eze, O.C. Transfer of Te~hnology to Devdoping Countries. NLLA Lecture Series No. 
36. 1986 p. 4; Shagavan, M.R .• Te~hnological Transformation. S~andinavian Institute of African 
Studies Resea~h-Report No. 49, pp. II - 12; Rodney, W .• How Europe Underdeveloped Afri~ai 
London, Bolge L'Onverture Publications, 1973, pp. 48 - 49. 
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"Systematic knowledge of the manufacture of a product, the 
application of a process, or the rendering of a service, whether 
that knowledge be reflected in invention, or industrial design, a 
u~lity model or a new plant variety, or in technical information or 
skills or in the services and assistance provided by experts, for the 
design, installation, operation or maintenance of an industrial or 
commercial enterprise or its activities. ,,24 
Furthermore, technology was defined in like manner, in anot~er 
important national document as "systematic knowledge for the 
manufacture of a product for the application of a process or for the 
rendering of a service and does not extend to transactions 
involving the mere sale or the mere lease of goods"2S 
Technology has elsewhere been defined as "the systematic 
knowledge of making or doing things. ,,26 It has also been defined as 
"systematic knowledge for the manufacture of product, for the generation 
of further knowledge, even if we include managerial and marketing (soft 
ware) technologies. ,,27 
The major defects in the definition of "technology" rendered 
above, lie in the following: 
- they are simplistic; 
- they do not address the more fundamental questions namely: 
- what is the impact of socio-economic and political factors or 
innovative capability; 
- what factors determine the choices in the systematic application 
of sc!entitfc knowledge for the production of goods and services 
and the consequences on the socio-economic and cultural 
conditions of a given society? 
24. See. World Intdlectual Property Organisation (WIPO) Licencing Guide for developing countries: 
25. See. Egyptian Draft Code on Technology Transfer op. cit. 
26. Encyclopedia Britannica. 
27. Junta del Acuerdo de Cartegana, Technology Poly Development: A summary report of studies 
und"r-laken hy the Board of Cartegana Agreement for the Andean Pact Integration Precess (Ollawa: 
Inh:rnational Developm"nl Research Centre, 1976) p. 3. 
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It is sub.nitted that technology and its transfer are subject to the socio-
economic, historical, political and legal factors of a given society. 
History demonstrates that through different stages of development of 
society various technologies from stone axe, bow and arrow, the plough 
etc, have been employed for the solution of immediate local problems~ 
Each civilisation had had, therefore, its own technologies appropriate to 
and in conformity with their levels of development. Thus, activities such 
as iron smelting, international trade and organised political system have 
been in existence in early West Africa before the advent of the-Europeans. 
It is for the above stated reasons and criticisms of the simplistic 
definition of techrtology, that we believe that a more embracing definition 
which will take the relevant vital factors into consid~ration should be 
preferred. A protagonist of the multi-disciplinary school in the definition 
of technology has proposed the following definition of the term which 
comes closest to our understanding of the subject thus: 
"tec~nology as an instrument of socio-economic poliCy has to be 
conceived in the context of society living at a given stage of 
development and in the context of a given socio-economic system 
and the objectives sought to be attained. Technology is not, 
therefore, the dom~n reserve of engineers, scientists and 
technologists but also:coilcerns economists, various facets of social 
sciences, environmentalists and the medical profession including 
psychiatrists. Furthermore, as opposed to fig men ted approach 
which sees the various facets of technology, development as 
unconnected or at best tangentially related, a multi-disciplinary 
approach that takes full cognisance of the unity of opposites, their 
dialectical relationship, th~ resolution of contradictions in their 
historical evolution seems more appropriate in explaining how we 
come to be technologically underdeveloped ... ,,28 . 
By way of summary, real technology, therefore, consists of nodust 
the artifacts, tpols 'and techniques th~t the popular mind associates with the 
phenomenon. It presupposes ~ soCiety infonped by sufficientcujalytico-
casual attitudes as well1ls -habit of invention, .. 29 - 1." '" . 
28. Eze, O.C. "Transfer of Technoloay to Developing Countries" 
N.I.I.A. Lecture Series No. 361986, p. 4. 
29. Eze, O.C. "Transfer Nigeria's Technological Base. Paper presented at the National Conference on 
Structural Transfonnation for Self Reliance and Socail Justice organised by the Directorate for Social 
Mobilisation, 10 - 13th October 1989. See also, Bbagavan, M.R. Technological Transformation of 
Developing Countries. Research Paper 6186, Economic Research Institute, Stoclcholm School of 
Economics 1980, p. 4. 
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The level of technology available to any given society is a product of the 
following three elements:-
(i) artifacts of technology (tools, machines and techniques); 
(ii) analytico-casual outlook (product of advanced education in 
the sciences and technology) and 
(iii) invention (borne out of necessity). 
3.4 THE CONCEPT OF LAW: 
There is no universally-accepted definition of the term law. This 
point must be made immediately, for as we shall see, the definition which 
one ascribes to the term depends invariably on a number of factors, but 
essentially, on one's ideological orientation, perception and methodology 
for studying and analysing social phenomena. 30 
Perhaps, apart from justice, no other question as law, has been 
discussed so pertinently and intensively in jurisprudence by the most 
illustrious thinkers from Plato, Aristotle, St. Thomas Aquinas, and 
Cardinal Cajetan to Kant, Kelsen, Hart, Fuller, Rawls,. Finnis, Elias, 
Nedbilo and a host of others. 31 Indeed the Roman Jurists were of the 
view that law could not be defined at all, that is pervaded society so 
deepl y, and in so many ways., that the idea of law could never be captured 
in a single perspective. If It is recognised, therefore, that many jurists 
from different backgrounds have over the years failed to produce a 
definition of law that escaped valid criticisms, then embarking on the 
effort here would have, in our considered opinion, been futile, but for the 
fact that it is essential to explore some of the positions taken on the 
subject in order to put our discussions on a proper framework. 
In embarking on the definition of law for our present purpose, I 
should, perhaps, begin by making it clear that my notion of the term is 
not drawn from fresh research in the vast archives of the subject. 
30. Osita C. Eze, African, New World Order, Human Rights and Democrary, being Text of an 
Inuagural Lecture as a Professor of Law, delivered at the then Imo State University Auditorium on 
Thursday, 27th February. 1992 at p. 6. 
31. Okeke C.N. "Bankruptcy of Justice Under Nigerian Law". in Catholic Social Teachings En-Rosete 
. in African edited by Rev. (ORr) Obiora Ike, CIDJAP, Enugu, 1991 at p. 51. 
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I am of the school of thought that views law in a matrix. The 
rea$On is obvious. It is simply for the consideration that a value - free 
scidnce of law, and philosophy of law out off from the society in which 
we Jive at' large, are contradictions' in terms. 32 Apart from being an 
Institution of immense ceremonial and operational imp<;)rtance, law is the 
universal social science, necessarily embracing all the other ways of 
viewing man in society. Further more, it is more than a synthesis or 
antorlogy of what we can learn from economics, sociology, political 
theory, anthropology, psychology, cybernetics, semantics and the rest of 
others. It is an autonomous force in human affairs. Asa university 
subject of study, law lies. between the arts and sciences, being more 
precise than most of the human studies, ane! more concerned with human 
nature than most sciences. 33 As an intellectual discipline, it may be said ' 
to be both an art and a science. ' I agree with the stand, that ,law 
essentially exists to serve an interest and cannot, therefore, be said lObe 
"merely a set of sanitized abstract rules,,34 To believe that law is neutral 
is a facade because a dialectical inquiry into its nature and content would 
reveal that is inherently value-laden. This would suggest that factors not 
strictly legal in nature, such as patterns of behaviour, beliefs, culture etc. 
exert their inflhence and may notbe divorced from the legal system and 
the law. 
It follows from the above stated point of view that each society has 
its own law and legal system, for in such society, the configuration of 
customs, history, values and ideas is necessarily unique. Law serves as 
a. minor of the class structure of a given state since law and state are 
inseparable allies.' The content of the law of a given society and the 
emphasis given to it are essentially a function of the influence of how the 
particular society is assembled. By the time appropriate answers aregiyen 
to such questions as, who appropriates properly and in whose interest; 
who determines what is to be produced and in What quantity?; and how 
it is to be distributed?; who controls the means of production?; it could 
have bren clear whose interest the law serves. 35 
32. Okeke C.N., op. cit. 
33. Okeke C.N., "The Relevance of Law in Anambra State University of Technology", being a 
Statement submitted to the Professor Agu-Ogan Review Panel on IMT/ASUTECH merger, setup 
by the Omeruah Regime in the State, 21st October, 1985, p. 1. 
34. Osita C. &e, (ed) "Society and the Rule of Law. Theoretical Perspectives and Problernatics. Totan 
Publishers Ltd, Owerri, 1987, p. 45. 
35. The periods of slavery, feudalism, capitalism, socialism had their legal systems akin to the character 




In most pause here to observe that our concq>ts are not mere 
importation of foreign ideas, beliefs and slogans~ Our concepts are valid 
for all times and place. The universality and. timeliness can be seen in 
their application in traditional Africa .. It is our submission, therefore, that 
the most valid systematic and enduring analysis of las is -that it is part of 
the economic and political interpretation of social evolution. Law has 
relevance for science. So it has for technology. Science and technology 
as we shall see, have impact on law. 
They grumble about lawyers and suspect them of cynicism or 
wor~e, because, in the famous phrase, they can belin'erl"to prove that 
black is white, or that white is black". But, at another level, men 
understand the social value of the protection the law affords them. When 
they ~e in trouble, they ask lawyers to stand between them- and the wrath 
of the state, and they abide by the decision of uprightjudges.36 There are 
relations of reciprocity between law and the 'flow of history. Law 
responds to other social forces, but it also has an influence upon them. 
-The foregoing considerations on the notion of law ~e not 
exhaustive. Many subjects and 'questions were only touched upon, or had 
to be left out altogether. The ai!1l was only to dray, as it were, a blue 
print which can serve as a basis for the discussion of science and 
technology. 
36. Rostow,E.V., "The Idcal of Law·, 1978,p.10. 
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THE IMPACT OF SCIENCE ON MUNICIPAL LAWJ7 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Despite the views often expressed in certain quarters. that science 
and technology are strange bedfellows with law, it is being strongly urged 
here, that the contrary is the case. Indeed, science and technology need 
law to properly develop and preserve ti1e results of inventions and 
discoveries. In' other words, the proper legal framework must be laid 
down to facilitate their fullest growth as well as the control of some of the 
negative consequences of the use of certain aspects of the results arising 
from their exploits by peoples and nations. 
A strong scientific base constitutes the conditio sine qua non, for 
a sound technological take off of any society. Technological development 
that breeds hunger, unemployment, and starvation will not result in 
development for our purpose. 
Appropriate answers to a country's laws of development, must 
necessarily address such questions as:-
(a) what has been happening to poverty? 
(b) What has been happening to unemployment? 
(c) What has been happening to inequality? 
In Africa, most of the leaders declare commitment to development 
even though their records in this regard,are not satisfactory. In the words 
of President Babangida in a recent conference in Abuja: 
"Time was, when Africa was regarded as the Centre of the world, 
not just for its geographical location but because of its immense 
contributions to scientific development and human progress. While 
it is true that the geographical location has not altered, virtually 
everything else has changed. 
37. For the purpose of this lecture. and considering the variou.~ aspects of the subject matter of our 
invesiigation to be undcrtaken, we shall examine.the legal machcnisllls under the hcadings: Municipal 
and !ntemationallaw legal amlllgelllents. For detailed discussions of the theoretic.11 problems on tile 
relationship between Municipal and Intenmtional law genemlly. see, Okeke C'.N; TIle TIleory and 
Pmctice of Intemational L1w in Nigeria'. 1986 pp. 3 - 9. 
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The civilisation that gave the world the Egyptian .P)rramids 
thousands of years ago· now finds itself h'aving to,import v/irtually 
everything needed to build a house. A people so versed.in the 
intricacies of algebra barely two millennia ago are now awe-struck 
spectators in the field of science and technology. 
Today, Africa has been so relegated to the periphery in 
world affairs that the genuine fear is that the continent runs the risk 
of becoming permanently marginalized in the global scheme of 
things. It does little credit to our Africanness to note that 
according to nearly all the indices by 'which human progress is 
measured at the end of the 20th century, Africa enjoys the dubious 
distinction of bringing up the ·rear."38 
The above painted very ,gloomy picture with regard to Africa's 
trend of development appears n'ot to be the same in certain Third World 
countries such as Brazil, India, Korea and to a certain extent, other Asian 
and ,Latin American countries that are working hard towards the 21st 
century. 
1lYPES OF LAW AND AREAS OF THE LAW RELATING 
TO THE PROTECTION OF SCIENTIFIC 
DISCOVERIES AND TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY 
Scientific discoveries are the product of the mental ingenuity and 
enterprise of an individual, groups of individuals or even organisations. 
It is through appropriate legislation that these results of discoveries arising 
from scientific endeavours are protected. Each country attempts to legally 
protect these products. In, Nigeria, the principal legislation governing 
patenf9 protection is the Patents and Designs Decree No. 60 of 1970. 40 
38. Addrl'ss by Ihl' I'rt·sidl'nt. l'ollllll:lndl'r-in-Chid of Ihl' Anued Forces of ,the Federal Republic of 
Nigeria. (it'nt'ral Ihrahim Badalllasi Bahangida. CrR. FSS. nllli at the opening ceremony of the 
Intemational ('onk'lynn? on till' Afl;can Economic Community Treaty held at NlCON Nuga Hilton 
Conference ('l'lItrt·. Ahuja. 011 Jalluary 27. 1992, 
40. ' The Decree has 3J sections :Ind 2 schedules. Sl'ction~ I - II. 23 to 33 deal with Designs, By this 
Decree, the application of British Patents L.lw in Nigeria was hroughtto an end. The new law made 





For our assignment, we shall limit ourselves m!linly to patents. anel 
designs for in the realm of industrial propetty;41 pa~nt is more~ closely 
connected with technology than either trademarks or Designs. The 
usefulness of the two is more. or less dependent on the end result of the 
patent Technology is an innovation of an invention. It is an application 
of a patent to a practical purpose. The necessary tool for technological 
development is invention and inventive activities. 
Tile vital question to pose at this stage is what are the legal 
mechanisms to protect such inventions and inventive ,activities? It is 
submitted that the most popular legal arrangement for the protection of an 
invention is either through patents or grant of a certificate of invention.42 
III PATENTABLE AND NON-PATENTABLE 
INVENTIONS 
Under the Patents Decree, provision is made for "patentable" and' 
"non-patentable" inventions: ' 
(a) If it--..is new and constitutes a result from inventive activity 
and is capable of industrial application and, 
(b) if it constitutes an improvement upon a patented invention 
and also is new, results from inventive activity and is 
capable of industrial appJication.43 
What is vital for noting is that a patent~ble invention, whether in 
its original form or improved fonn must possess the following three 
distinct qualifications namely: It must be new, in which case it does not 
fonn part of the state of the 'art;44 
41. 
42. 
Industrial Property is a wide canvas of the law including such branches as patents; trademarks, 
copyrights, Designs etc. For further readings in these areas, see. generally, Blanco, T.A., et ai, 
Patents, Trademarks, Copxright, Sweet and Maxwell, 1978 2nd EditiOll; W.R. Cornish, Intellectual 
Property; Patents, C.opxrights, Trademarks, and Allied Rights, Sweet and Maxwell, 1981. 
Patent differs from a C.ertificate of Invention in that it (patent) confers the exclusive right to make, 
use and sell the'invention on the patentee, while a certificate of invention permits the inventor to 
collect royalties or perquisites but does not pennit the inventor to exclude others from practising the 
invention. 
43. Section l( 1) of the Patents' Decree, 1970 
44. Section (2) of the Decree. 
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it must result from an inventive activity; and- finally, it is capable of 
industrial application. -Such an .invention is" capable of industrial 
application if it can be manufactured-or· used in. any kind of industry, 
including agriculture.4s It is this requirement of is applicability to 
agriculture that perhaps, underscores. the main objective of the patent 
systems, because it encourages the industrialisation of the society a great 
deal. 
IV RIGHTS OF A PAl'ENTEE)NFRINGEMENT OF 
PATENTS AND REMEDIES: 
The law, in full recognition of the importance of patentor 
inventions and their application for technological advancement of society, 
provides certain .rights to. the patentee, takes care of any infringements that 
may arise therefrom and provides remedies. It must immediately be 
pointed out that the rights conferred on the patentee are not acquired 
automatically. It is important that they are registered, after the application 
must have disclosed necessary material facts. 
In general terms, a patentee is entitled to the sole rights and profits 
arising from his invention during the life of the patent. 46 This is because 
it is important to stimulate and protect technological inventions and 
innovations and to allow the patentee recoup his expenses within the 
prescribed period. Th~~e rights are essentially to be grouped into three 
main sub-headings: 
(a) Rights to preClude others from doing certain act, such as 
importing, making, selling or using the product or stocking 
it for the purpose of sale or use and where the patent has 
been granted in respect of a process, the act of applying the 
process or doing in respect of a product obtained directly 
by means of the process any of the forbidden acts listed. 
45. Section 1(2) (c) Ibid. 
46. The rights granted to a patentee- are not in perpetuity. They have duration, within a prescribed 
period before they faU into the public domain. Under Nigerian Law, the patent monopoly expires 
at the end of the 20th year from the date of the tiling of the relevant patent application. See section 
7 Ibid. 
47. Section 6 Ibid. 
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(b) The right 10 grant licenleito wort; or aploit,dae inveation. 
(c) Right to asSign absolutely or conditionally or transfer by succession rights conferred by 
parents." 
Apalt from the three categories of rights ststed above, it is important 10 mention dae Govemment 
Licenses, which though are not rights confemd on a patent~, are "compulsory licensing" at the instance of the 
gove~ent.49 
The other impo'l1aI\t question to consider under this section of our discussion, is that of infringement 
and remedies. A patent 'is a close in action. it is also an incorporeal right that essentially derives from statues. 
Infringement of patents consists in the violat;on of rights conferred 00 the patentee or the Wlauthorized working, 
application or performance of the acts exclusively reserved for the patentee. In infringing activity must be of 
an industrial or conunercial. character. things dcoe for private or domestic use or under the license of the 
patentee or domestic use or WIder the license of the patentee or coolpulsory licenses or activities of govenunental 
organisations of no constitute infringement. 
The patentee has remedies under the law. By section 25(2) of the Decree in an action for 
inflingement of'patent all such relief by way of damages,:lO injWlction,S' accoWlls or otherwise, shall be available 
to the plaintiff as is available in any proceedings in respect of the infringement of other proprietary rights. 
In Nigeria, the State High C.ourts and Fedeflll High Courts enjoy concurrent jurisdictioo in mlltters 
of patents. Accordingly, an aggrieved patentee may therefore institute civil proceedings to avail himself of the 
relief by way of damages, injunction, accOWlts or otherwise in accordance with the provisions of the Decree. Sl 
48. By section 24 of the Patents' Decree, a person's right in a patent application may be assigned, 
transferred by succession or held. in joiflt oWtlership. 
49. Clearly, paragraph 15 of the First Schedule provides that notwithstanding anything in the DIICree, 
the Minister may if satisfied that it is in the public interest to do so, authorize any person to purchase, 
make, exercise or vend any patented article or invention for the service of a govemment agency in 
Nigeria. It further follows that where such authority is given, it exempts the government,.any persOll 
duly authorised thereWlder, and any supplier or its agent from liability for the infringement of any 
patent relatmg to the relevant article or invention from liability to make any payment to the patentee 
by way of royalty or otherwise. 
50. 'nle aim of award of damages is to compensate the plaintiff for hann caused him by the legal injury. 
See, UNITED HORSE SHOE V. STEWARTS, R.P.C.260 at 255. 
S1. Injunction which is a discretionary remedy of the court lIIay be interim, inter-Iocutory or perpetual. 
S2. See, lhe Supreme Court of Nigeria decision in SAVANNAH BANK OF NIGERIA LTD v. PAN-




Nigeria being an im~~[ ~m~ ofthe'inJenlational w?dd 
community,recognisCd its ohligapons In the fulfUIrnelltof her undertakings 
under certain 'international treaties,~,conventionsand pacts to ,which she is 
Ii PartY in drafting i~ Decree on the subject of discussion. Accordingly the 
Minister",of Trade, in view of existing'Nigerian obligation, may declare by 
order int he 'Federal GaZette that a country specified therein' is' a 
Convention' country for the purpose of the secti~n.S3 
When' such a deClaration is made, a patent application, if an earlier 
corresponding application for the protection of an invention has been made 
in that convention ' country, shall be treated as having been made. The 
earlier date is what is called "foreign priority", which shall not apply 
where the earlier application waS made more than 12 months before the 
application in Nigeria. 
IV THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE 
REGULATION OF TRANSFERPF FOREIGN 
TECHNOLOGY TO NIGERIA: 
In further consideration of the municipal law mechanisms relating 
to the protection of scientific discoveries and/or inventio~s and the transfer 
of technology~ we now finally turn. to the sector of the law in Nigeria 
whIch occupies a central position in relation to the national economic order 
and technology policy in the country. 
The fundamental task in the regulation of international economic 
relations since the/ nineteen -, sixties has been to reduce the North - South 
gap. The seventies were dominated by the developing countries, vision of 
a "New International Economic Order:. This view is still very m~ch aljve 
at the present day in some sectors of cross-border economics and politics. 
It seeks to complement decentrali~ed market mechanism~, which are 
closely related to the principle of equality of states, by international 
planning an universal centralization. Disadvantages allegedly stemming 
(inter alia) from colonialism should in their view be "compensated for". 
53. Sectioq 27. ~. 
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All in .n. a more even, "common .haring of the economic hCritaae of mankind" .hould be acbiewd, _0111 
odIer waY' by enabling the eSoath" to participate in modem tecMolOlY." 
Both municipal and international law have a part to play (but more ....... law), in the solution of these 
problems. In.Nigeria, the National Office of industrial PropeItY Decree 1979" is the law regulating the transfer 
of technology into the Federal Republic of Nigeria. Because of the problem of space and time arising from the 
scope of this paper, the discussion of this piece of important legislation shall be brief, highlighting its most 
important provisions and characteristics. 
A perusal of the provisions of the Decree reveals that it has 22 sections an a schedUle. It established 
the National Office of Industrial PropeltY (hereinafter referred to as "the office") as an institutio~al framework 
to monitor on a continuing .basis, the transfer of foreign technology to Nigeria. It is a body corporate with 
perpetual succession and a common seal, it iuay sue and be sued in its corporate nante.S<; 
The principle goals of the technology policy are: 
(i) To encourage the flow of technology into the country in order to strengthen the industrial 
development; 
(ii) To encourage domestic enterprises to acquire foreign technologies that may be suitable 
to indigenous requirement. In this sense, it is considered particularly unportant that the 
technology contributes to the creation of employment to freely use Nigerian labour; 
(iii) To strengthen the negotiating capacity of Nigeria so that they may obtain the appropriate 
technology they need, at the best temts and conditions, especially concerning the prices; 
(iv) To assist Nigerian enterprises in the selection of foreign technology; 
(v) To achieve a more efficient process for a rapid absorption by Nigerian Technicians; 
(vi) To properly adopt foreign technologies to the requirement of the local markets; 
(vii) To gradually develop local technolOgies; 
(viii) To encourage future exportation of the locally developed technologies to other markets 
especially those of the neighbouring countries. 
An important aspect of the powers f?f the office is the evaluation of all the transfer of technol?gy 
agreements before such agreements are subsequently registered after necessary modifications must have been 
incorporated to ensure that the agreements comply with the provisions of the Decreel' 
The Office has performed creditable in its set ob~ttive of facilitating the acquisition of technology 
under reasonable terms and conditionsS. and has gone (urther to attract savings in foreign exchange to the 
National Economy. 
54. UNCT AD III and IV (in 1972 and 1976, respectively) and the 6th and 7th special session of the UN 
General Assembly in 1974 and 1975 made the importance of technological progress for the 
development of the "South" a central theme of the North - South dialogue. 
55. Decree No 70 of September 24th, 1979. 
56. Section I, Ibid. 
57. Under section 6(2), a number of restrictive clauses and other unac::eptable contractualtemts under 
which an agreement calIDot be registered are listed. 
58. TItus, between 1983 and 1988, the office registered 553 asreements out of 1271 agreements 
submitted to it for evaluation hence recordi,tg a tol."ll savings of J11265 million to the " ... onomy. 
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If there is any area of law on which science has made the 
greatest impact, it is international law. The regularity of the 
emergence of scientific and technological developments in the 
world today, has resulted in the enactment of numerous legal 
rules,60 intended to regulate such developments, if peace and 
tranquility is to be maintained in the world. The scope of the 
impact of science on international law, therefore, will be seen 
more clearly when we examine some of the numerous new 
dimensions and domains which ~cience and technology have 
opened up for humanity and the legal efforts by the international 
world community at regulating affairs in those areas. 
Some of the new domains would include: the polar regions; 
the seabed and subsoil inside and outside the continental shelf; 
Airspace and Outerspace.61 
II. NEW DIMENSIONS AND DOMAINS: 
(A) Telegraph Lines and Cables: 
The invention of wireless telegraphy e.e. the radio, pierced 
the barr,ers of national boundaries more profoundly. some one 
and half centuries ago, the land surface of the earth was divided 
by means of frontiers between states. 
59. International law has two broad areas, namely, Public International Law and Private 
International law, (sometimes referred to as "Conflict of Laws"). It is with Public 
International law (hereinafter simply referred to as "International Law) that we are mainly 
concerned here. 
60. These are in the form of customary, but more often, conventional rules of international 
law. 
61. On 3rd August 1960, the ECOSOC adopted resolution 779 (XXX) by which it was 
decided to convene a United Nations Cl?nference on new sources of energy, namely solar 
energy, wind power and goethermic energy. This decision was taken in view of the 
importance of harnessing new forms of energy with the object of their application 
especially in developing countries lacking conventional energy sources for their economic 
development. The conference took place in Rome from 21 to 31 August, 1961. The 
conclusions of this conference are contained in: New Sources of Energy, Proceedings of 
the Conference, 1961. 
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Thes,e boundaries formed tight partitions in so far as the 
gove~nments had the powers of supervision over who and what 
entered or left the country. Telegraph wires and cables therefore 
becctme the first instruments by which, applied science and 
technology pierced the barriers of state borders. 
International regulation of radio was first achieved by the 
Berlin Radio Telegraph Convention of 1905.62 
(b) Radio-Waves and Radio Stations: 
These constitute another significant means by which state 
territories are violated. Despite frequency ,allocat~ons and the 
provisions concerning the limitations of the power of radio-
statipns, radi.o waves do not take any notice of state frontiers. All 
forms of inf(,rmation, whether desirable or not, are capable and 
indeed cross the national boundaries from other states no matter 
the distance of their location. The government is powerless to 
prevent his flow of information unl'ess it is able to enter into an 
international agreement with other states to limit the power of 
senders of such information and to supervise (frequency 
allocations, as well as programmes so as to prevent subversive 
propaganda or other objectionable programmes from being 
received in that Stat.e A States's borders are not therefore 
"watertight" .63 The State-authorities are powerless in the face of 
wilful penetration by radio-waves, except for drastic measures 
such as jamming or prohibiting the possession of receivers64 
Furthermore, piercing of frontiers will be considerably augmented 
with the use of communication satellites, especially where 
wilfully-directed propaganda by me~s of radio or television is 
concerned. 65 
62. The convention contained several other principles, concerning frequency allocations, the 
limitation of power of radio stati('ns and the principle of government licencing and of 
some technical requirements. In 1932. in Madrid, the Radio and Telegraph Conventions 
were merged into the Tele-communications Convention. The Telegraph, Telephone and 
Radio Regulations, and the organisations were merged into the Telecommunications 
(Union, which is now one of the specialized Agencies of the United Nations. This 
Telecommunications Convention and the regulations have been revised atew times .. 
63. M.W. Mouton, op. cit., p. 196 
64. These were the kind of lTooasures applied in the occupied countries during the last war 
without much progress. Such measures were equally used during the cold war period 
between the western super powers and the former socialist countries led by the former 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) (now reconstituted into the 
Commonwealth of Independent States). 
65. M.W. Mouton. op. cit. 
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C) Rivers. Smoke and Fuines: 
Another area that has experienced the impact of the 
development of science and technology are rivers. 'Ever increasing 
industrialization has caused rivers which' flow into neighbouring 
countries to be polluted With waste chemicals.' The same applies 
to smok'e and fumes of factories /n'ear the border. At the frc;>ntier 
there is no possibility to stop the pollution waters, and fumes. 
Here again, the problems raised in these areas can only be 
controlled by internationallegsl means. 
(0) Radiation across frontiers: 
The use of atomic energy has brought with it the risk of 
radiation across frontiers. Such radiation can occur as a result of 
careless operation or accidents in reactors, 'during transport of 
nuclear materials, pollution of, 'rivers by radio-active waste. 
accidents in harbours involving nuclear-propelled ships, or nuclear 
bomb'tests. This danger can only be eliminated by international 
control66 
(e) Rockets. missiles and satellites: 
During ascent and descent, rockets, missiles and satellites 
do not respect national boundaries. The populations of all States 
have become more or less defenseless against surprise attacks by 
means of missiles with nuclearJ heads.67 States may ilo~.'ever, 
extend their powers beyond their borders for purposes of defence 
against surprise attack.68 
66. M.W. Mouton 0D' cit. p. 196. 
67. The not too distant experience during thelr .. qui invasion of Kuwait resulting in a war with 
the Allied Forces is not far to seek. 
68. This could be done through establishment of the air-defence identification zones as done 
by the limited states and Canada which stretch out above the high seas at distances up 
to 300 miles. Also building of radar-towers in the high seas and the operation of 
reconnaisance aircraft and satellite. 
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(f) The Polar Regions: 
Antarctica has become a laboratory for science through the 
aid of international law which is a· striking demonstration of the 
interaction between law and science I The Polar regions could not 
have been opened up for human activities69 but for science and 
technology. 
(g) The Sea bed and Subsoil Inside and 
Outside the Continental Shelf 
The sea bed has been known to pearl and sponge divers for 
centuries. However, the subsoil came into the picture only recently 
when new techniques made it possible to exploit the minerals it 
contained by means of installations mentioned on the high seas, and 
when geologists indicated that minerals such as sulphur, oil and 
natural gas may well be present therein70 Since 1958, it is now 
known that technique has advanced so much that minerals and 
particularly manganese, petroleum and gas, are exploited by means 
of drilling from ships at any depth. 
It is clear that with respect to the continental shelf, science 
and technology have opened up a new domain, and that international 
law and regulation have become very necessary. The same can be 
said, de lege ferenda, for the ocean floor. 
(h) Air Space and Outer Space: 
It is, perhaps, not debatable that the airspace of any country 
constitutes a part of its territory over which it can exercise here 
sovereignty. However, the situation is not the same with the Outer 
Space. 
69. M.w. Mouton, "International Regime of Polar Regions" Recueil des Cours, Hague Academy, 
1962. vol. III pp. 216 - 217 
70. Teh 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continental shelf declares that the Coastal State 
exercises sovereignty rights over the continental shelf for purpose of exploring and exploiting 
its natural resources. 
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fhe Outer Space and celestial bodies are not subject to national 
appropriation by mEJans of sovereignty, by .we~ms of use or 
occupatio", or by any other means. 71 Ith8S, 1.'f8n, argued equa~y 
though, that thesa11le~.natural impossibilitY wt'JWh. Impedes claims 
of national sovereignty , over~ outer sp._. also applies to 
sovereignty over the air space above the ter,rJtotyof a State. 72 
Whatever the arg~ment, it does seem re'a$onabte that states claim 
control over activities~abQut their land. They.,~ responsible for 
the air traffic contfOJ~ for, the safety of air traffic and for that 
matter this contro,. should not be restricted to aircraft, but include 
rockets, missiles or satellites during their ascending or descending 
path through the air space. 
THE NEW SOURCES OF ENERGY AND INTERNATIONAL LAW: 
The population explosion since the second world war and 
generally increase~ C awareness of a common, responsibility to 
promote abetter standard of living, has made it necessary to have 
greater cooperation and organisation in this field. With the 
availability of energy which is becoming more and more essential, 
scientists and technicians have been and are still searciJing for 
new sources of energy and for new methods of their explorations 
and exploitation. 
The two most prominent sources of energy in 
contemplation here are:'" 
71. The Declaration of Legal Principles governing the activities of ~tete in the Exploraion and 
Use of Outer spece contained it! fesolutiQJ'l 1962 (XVII) "nanimously adopted by th_ 
General Assembly on 13 December. 1 96~!. The Principles have been furt""r confirmed 
in the Treaty on Principles governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and use 
of Outer Space. including the Moon and other Celectial Bodies. signed at Washington, 
London and Moscow. 27th January. 1967. 
72. Bauveplanne. "Freedom and Sovereianty in Air and Outer Spcace". Netherlands 
International Law Review. pp. 242- 243 (19651. 
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1. Hydro-Etectric eower73 
Pllblic international law has a part to play in the solution of 
problems arising 'from the production or use of hydro-electric 
power. It is trite law that a state has the right to carryon any 
operations for the development to hydraulic power within its own 
territory. However, interdependence between states does exist of 
which they have now begun to be conscious. If a river crosses 
several states or constitutes a border between two states, hydro-
electric development works carried out by reparian state. 74 
2. Atomic Energy: 
The discovery of atomic energy as a new source of energy 
has had an unusually strong impact on international law because 
of its enormous potentialities in which good and evil seem to be 
interwoven. 
Forty years have passed since atomic bombs were dropped 
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August, 1945 and mankind became 
unforgettably aware of the existence of nuclear weapons as 
means of mass annihilation. Since this time, states have been 
confronted with the demand for and. the task of banning the use 
and the production of these weapons. 
The United Nation's Organisation's goal for the prohibition 
of atomic weapons has so far completely failed for the past forty 
years. Rather, the number of nuclear states has increased since 
then. Atomic technological knowledge has spread throughout the 
world, particularly by the Super Powers. 75 
The necessity of international cooperation in the area of 
atomic energy has become clear for the following reasons, among 
others:-
73. There is a multilaterial convention in this domain, namely, The 1923 Geneva Convention 
Relating to the Development of Hydraulic Power Affecting more than one state". 
74. See, "Legal Aspects of Hyrod-Electri Development of Rivers and Lakes of Common 
~., a study by Piere Sevette, United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, 
Committee on Electric Power, Geneva, January 1952. 
75. See, Volker Ritberger, Holger Mirek, Thomas Nielebock: Nuclear - Weapon - Free Zones 
and Strategies of Denuclearization - Instruments for Nuclear Disarmament. Securiy and 
Alternative Peace Policy? h Law and State. Vol. 35, 1987 p. 40. . 
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(1) Where the peaceful use of atomic energy is concerned; the 
demand by most states for dissemination of knowledge, which 
is still in the hands of a few states a short time; the research" 
necessary to find out methods for making commercial use of 
atomic energy feasible. 
(II) The danger to mankind caused by radiation. 
(III) Th~ danger of weapons capable of wiping out mankind 
altogether, or at least a good part of it. 
IV. INTERNATIONAL REGULATION OF NEW DEVICES: 
Since science and its applied forms, namely inventions and 
technology, have faced humanity with many new devices, there has 
been a great need for specific international regulation?6 We shall 
here discuss in a nutshell, a number of the most important types of 
these regulations, namely: 
(A) Telecommunications Regulations 
Matters calling for international regulation were the efficient 
operation of telecommunication services; the arrangement of rates; 
the freedom to make use of the services, the secrecy of international 
correspondence; priority of distress calls; and the repression of their 
misuse; allocation and registration of the radio frequencies, 
government licensing and finally, elimination of harmful interference.;"7 
(b) Radio-Sounds and sounding rockets: 
Initially, radio-sounds were used for obtaining information 
about the higher layers of the atmosphere. They are still used of this 
purpose. 
76. This will be in addition to the articulation of general statements of law in resolution of 
international organi;zations, and in belateral and m\lltilateral conventions. 
77. Thl'lse regulations are set out in the Telecomminication Convention with its Four ~Iations; 
and the Regional Coventions concerning the allqcation of frequencies such as the European 
Regional Convention for the Maritime Mobile Radio Service, which was signed at 
Copenhegen on 17th September, 1048. See, UNTS, Vol 97, 1951 No. 1345, pp. 31·120. 
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(c) Satellites:718 are put into orbit, sent to the moon or 
further out on a path near enough to other planets to obtain 
information. This task, as well as signals to them to correct their 
path or to communicate with their crew, demand allocation of 
frequencies. 
(d) Ocean Data Station: denotes all stations, either fixed 
(i.e. built on the sea bed), or fioating, at anchor or not, 
which are used for collecting and sending out scientific 
information concerning meteorology, oceanography and 
marine biology78 
(e) Radar: is a device which sends out radio-waves and 
receives an echo from the objects observed. The allocation 
of frequency is also necessary here. 
(v) Regulations relating to Jurisdiction and Control 
Regulations in this subject are limited to space vehicles, 
artificial islands and ocean date stations. Modern weapons based 
on new scientific discoveries or on technological improvements 
have always puzzled international lawyers. Usually their first 
impulse has been to prohibit their use; their second reaction is to 
propose limitation of use. Another vital aspect if Nuclear powered 
ships, which have also been the subject of rules at:)d 
recommendations contained in the Regulations for Preventing 
Collisions at sea. In respect of Nuclear Installations and nuclear 
ships, it is obvious that the activitie,s of nuclear installations and 
nuclear ship would lead to the acceptance of absolute liability in 
the conventions dealing with them.79 
77a There are 125 ground stations for weather satellites and 11 for the landsat programme 
throughout the world (OTA Report.) 
78. This subject has been under discussion in UNESCO, and in particular, in the 
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission, 91.0.C.) and the International Maritime 
Consultative Organization (lMCO) On of the ascects to be regulated is frequency 
allocation. 
79. The Convention on Third Party liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy was singed in Paris, 
29 July, 1960, the Convention on the liability of Operations of Nuclear ships was singed 
in Brussels on 25 May, 1962; The Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear 




TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY AND PUBLIC 
INTERNATIONAL LAW 
The Proliferation and Non-proliferation of Biotechnology: 
Legal Problems: 
Another technolog'l of the future which raises legal 
problems with regard to its proliferation (or non-proliferation is 
biotechnology. The blessings and curses of new technologies are 
seen particularly in the use of biological, biochemical, 
microbiological and technical knowledge and systems in the 
conduct of industrial production. This is true of its most recent 
branch, genetic engineering. This is the science of manipulating 
'the genetic structure of micro-organisms in such a way as to 
make them economically useful. 80 
The importance of genetic engineering for the people of 
developing countries in the field of agriculture is much. The 
dependence of Third World countries on food imports could be 
reduced by means of genetic engineering. By means of genetic 
engineering efficient and disease resistant cereal crops cab be 
developed more accurately than by traditional methods. 
Further, micro-organisms of optimum genetic structure are 
also used in environmental protection (sewage treatment, waste 
disposal); for example, oil-consuming bacteria have already been 
developed. Moreover, these techniques have resulted in new 
chemical and pharmaceutical products. All these enumerated 
opportunities and more, carry risks which in turn may have legal 
conseq uences. 
One danger is that genetically manipulated micro-organisms 
used in the manufacture of pharmaceutical prodpcts, in 
agricultural research or in environmental protection may escape 
and cause harmful "biological chain reactions". The development 
of new biological weapons is now becoming a possibility. 
80. See, Gassen, Martin Bertram. Gentechnik (Genetic Engineering) Stuttgart, 1985. 
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The community of states would hardly turn a blind eye if certain 
countries or political systems one day produce "bamikaze soldiers" 
In the field of human genetics (which is part of "red I 
genetic engineering) the question of achieving the greatest 
possible transfer of the relevant knowledge and ski" is of less 
interest for public international law than the converse problem of 
defining the limits·.- ,The law really needs a genetic engineering 
test ban treaty to at! as a barrier against some sort of "have new 
world"; in order words, an agreement on the non-proliferation of 
know-how arid ski" concerning human "breeding". The problems 
of the inequality of states within such a non-proliferation system, 
which is familiar from the nuclear context, would be ultimately 
insoluble here also. 
Environmental protection by public international law is of particular 
importance for the manipulation of micro-organisms and plants. 
There is an obligation8l to inspect plants regularly through an 
official organization during the growth period for the presence of 
harmful organisms and where necessary to take action against 
them. 82 
The other aspect of the problem is that of manipulation of 
human beings. When looking for protection against the danger Of 
manipulation of human beings one turns in the first place to the 
international law of human rights, in particular to the two 
International Conventions of 1966.83 Both preambles mention the 
limiting factor of "human dignity" in general terms. Torture, cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment and slavery are prohibited, and 
medical and scientific experiments ~pn only be conducted with the 
consent of the person concerneq. 
The limits of biotechnology in public international law can 
only be established de lege feranda. Negotiations could take place 
in various international organizations. 
81. International Plant Protection Convention 1952. 
82. Article IV (1). 
83. International Convenant on Civil and Political Rights of December 19, 1966 (lLM 1967, 
P. 368) and International Convenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights of the same 




The WHO has already considered the matter from the point of 
view of laboratory safety.84 However, for homogeneity, regional 
efforts are more likely to be successful.' Mention should be made 
in particular, of the Council of Europe and the European Economic 
Community (EEC). The European Parliament' has, for example, 
passed a resolution incorporating an (uncertain) right of every 
person to a non-manipulated genetic heritage.85 
The Nigerian experience relating the controversy over 
biotechnology is epitomised in the celebrated test tube baby case 
of about 1989 
Briefly, speaking, the crisis arose over the 
claim of delivery of a test-tube baby by Dr. Ernest Ugo of Calvary 
Foundation International through the scientific research conducted 
by himself and members of his team. This was queried by the 
Nigerian Medical Council in circumstances that smack of 
backwardness typical of Africa and the Third World. The 
objection to acknowledging the finding of Ugo was not noted in 
whether or not the claimed fit was indeed performed but was 
indeed performed, but was directed to the flimsy question of 
whether or not the doctor was qualified to undertake the research 
as a Homeopath. 
An Enugu High Court presided over by the Honourable 
Justice Ubaezuonu of the then Anambra State High Court ruled 
that Dr. Ugo was a qualified homeopath and had the legal right to 
use his knowledge to do those things for which he was certified 
competent. 
Also to be referred to is the unfortunate UNTH paracetamol 
Syrup case at which certain number of innocent babies died as a 
result of either a mistake in the mixture of the syrup or in the 
production of it by the makers. Whichever way it is looked at, the 
consequence was been most devastating for our society. 
84. See Sears, Science Confronts Society on the issue of Genetic Experiments on Human 
Beings: A Lawyer's View, in American Society of International Law Proceedings of the 
73rd Annual Meeting, Washington 1979, p. 210 ff. 
85. Resolution 934/1982 
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Also in the are of pharmaceuticaJs problems have arisen with reference to the drug 
Thalidomide. Pregnant women who took the drug gave birth to monster looking babies. The drug was 
quickly withdrawn by the company that manufactured it 
TECHNOLOGY POUCY AND NUCLEAR WAR." 
International nuclear war occupies an ambivalent position in relation to the international 
economic order and technology policy. In the one hand the purpose 1S to prevent Ii proliferation of 
nuclear weapons, on the other hand, the purpose is to promote the world-wide peaceful use of nuclear 
energy. The developing countries' demand for nuclear technology has by no means been fulfilled, even 
after Chernobyl. The question of creation of a balance between North and South in the nuclear field, 
in other words the promotion of access by the countries in nuclear development to peaceful nuclear 
research and technology, remains one of the main subjects for consideration in the IAEA and the UN 
in the late eighties.'7 Candidates for membership of the nuclear club, such as India, Pakistan and 
Brazil, continued to refuse to sign the non-proliferation treaty. Tne developing and threshold countries 
lack technical know-how and financial. resources. The idea of non-proliferation of nuclear weapons 
enjoys almost universal recognition but would no doubt be easier to enforce in a cooperative systems 
than in a discriminatory one. 
THE INFLUENCE OF LAW ON SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 
In examining the relevance of law to science and technology, the question of its place (i.e. 
law) in the conduct of research into science and technology becomes very relevant. Research in the 
service of economic progress and human welfare and in the interest of peace an international 
cooperation is, as it ought to be, in conformity with the.spiritof the United National Charter." 
Early enough in the life of the United Nations, the Secretary General was requested, in 
cooperation with UNESCO" and other specialised agencies and I.A.E.A.tO to arrange for a survey to 
be made on the main trends of inquiry in the field of the natural sciences, the dissemination and 
application for peaceful ends of such scientific knowledge, and the steps which might be taken by the 
United Nations towards encouraging the concentration of such efforts, having regard to the needs of 
the various countries. The result of intensive research and cooperation between the specialized 
agencies was survey which was published on 3 July 1961." 
86. See, Wolfgang Vitzthum, "Transfer of Technology and Public International Law" in law and 
State, Vol 36 1987 p. 113 - 114. 
87. See, Hasselmann, Do We Need IAEA Safeguards? German Yearbook of International Law 
27 (1984), p. 259 ff. 
88. It was in this spirit that on 21 Fe~ruary, 1957 the General Assembly of the United Nations 
Organisation adopted resolution \ 1943 (XI) entitled: "International Cultural and Scientific 
Cooperation". This action was repeated in resolution 1164 (XII) of 26 November, 1957, which 
led to resolution 1260 (XVIII) of 1'4, November, 1958 entitled: "Co-ordination of Results of 
Scientific Research". 
89. United Nations Economic, Scientific and Cull\Jral Organization. 
90. International Atomic Energy Agency has its headquarters in Vienna Austria. 
91. The title of the Report was: "Current Trends in !c?ientific Research" by Piene Anger, a special 
consultant in UN. doc. E/3362 Rev. I. The $urvey revealed that a number of scientific 
journals and periodicals which was about 100 l' t the beginning of the 19th Century, reached 
1,000 in 1850, more than 10,000 t 1900 and pproached 100,000 in 1960. It must have 
multiplied by at least four times, by 1992. he number of scientific research workers 
throughout the'WOfl(i""was approximately two mi ion. See, Macton op. cit. 
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The United National Economic and Social Council was requested 
to propose concrete measures relating to the possibility of utilizing 
the achievements of the natural sciences for peaceful purposes. for 
furthering the economic progress and welfare of mankind and in 
particular for 'the less developed countries. and for extending 
internatiqnal cooperation in the exchang~ of scientific 
information.92 Later resolutions concerning the United Nations 
Development Decade, contain reco'mmendations for the 
intensification of research and efforts to exploit scientific an 
technological potentialities.93 
The influence of science and international law has also been 
felt with respect to the results of scientific research' industry. 
owners of inventions are now protected by international 
regulations as set out in a number of international.agreements.94 
The matter 'of patents has been variously discussed as it 
relates to both d.eveloped and developing countries and 
conventions adopted to regulate them, there are several 
conventions between the members of the European Council.95 
Patents have also been discussed in connection with developing 
countries. 96 
92. G.A. Resolution 1512 (XV) of 12 December, 1960. 
93. G.A. Resolution 1710 (XVI) of 19 December, 1961. 
94. The Convention of Paris on the Protection of Industrial Property of 20 March, 1883 
which has been revised several times. (See UNTS, 46, No. 714, p. 249); Also the 
agreement between Belgium, France, Luxemburg and the Nethe"rlands concerning the 
establishment of an International Patents Bureau (The Hague, 6 J\,Jne, 1947). 
95. The European Convention relating to Formalities requred for Patent Applications (Paris, 
11 December 1953); the European Convention on the International Classification of 
Patents for Invention (Paris, 19th, December, 1954 in European Treaty Series, No 16; the 
Convention on the Unification of Certain Points of Substantive Law on Patents for 
Invention (Strasbourg, 27 November, 1963). In addition to all these, there are II a 
number of bilateral treaties. 
• > 
9-8. Pursuant to r8Hlution 14281XM of 5 o.cemitef, ., ... the D ...... opment of Scientific 
and Technical Cooperation and Exchange ~f'Experience, resolution 1713 (XVI) ~ntitled: 
"The Role of Plltents in the Transfer of Technology to Underdeveloped Countries", was 
adopted by thIIs G~ral As..,.,., on "SIJec;. 1961, 
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International Control of Potentially - Harmful Effects of 
Experiments. 
The remaining part of our discussion under the question of 
the law and scientific research will relate briefly to five examples 
sharing different degrees of international regulation of 
experiments, some of which effectively demonstrate the impact 
of science on international law. It is known that research 
conducted in a laboratory usually remains under control. However, 
research in the open, is bound to be conducted on a larger scale, 
and it is, in fact, this large scale which carries with it the danger 
that the balance in nature might be upset. This being so, there 
becomes great need to legally regulate them. 
The five examples which we shall discuss briefly are: 
(a) Weather Modification Experiments 
As long as these experiments are limited to artificially 
induced rain by "milking the clouds" as it were, the consequences 
will be felt'only locally. However, when nuclei are introduced in 
the form of tiny ice crystals or crystals of a silver-iodine 
compound into a cloud condensation it is possible, under certain 
condition, to cause the cloud to burst. 
(b) Contamination of or from Outer Space or Celestial Bodies: 
Biological, radiological and chemical contamination caused 
by certain experiments maya constitute'a danger for human beings 
in the case of manned space vehicles on celestial bodies or space 
vehicles returning to the earth. Moreover, it will be impossible to 
study our environment, including celestial bodies when they have 
suffered contamination. A number of resolutions aimed at 
regulating this aspect of space exploration have been made. 97 
97. The International Law Institute adopted a resolution on the legal rerime of outer space on 
11 September, 1963. This resolution contains (in paragraph 11) the following provisions: 
"The State under the authority of which the launching of a space object takes place shall 
ensure that appropriate precuations are taken against biological. radiological. or chemical 
contaminationsl of or from outer space or celestial bodies. International cooperation in 
respect of the matter should be arranged". 
(c) Artificial Radiation Belts: The Starfish Experiment:-
The "Starfish" bomb which was severally criticised in 
certain quarters when it was exploded, was a nuclear bomb, with 
a field of 1 .4 megatons, which was exploded by the United States 
authorities in July, 1962 at a height of 259 miles above the 
Pacific. It was by far the largest explosion of the ten high -
altitude nuclear tests which had been conducted, three by the 
Soviet Union and seven by the United State of America. 98 The 
danger of a repetition of this kind of experiment with its harmful 
effects has been considerably diminished by the Nuclear Test -
Ban Treaty signed in Moscow on 5 August, 1963. 
(d) Project West Ford 
Project West Ford was an American experiment involving 
a new method of long distance radio communication. It consisted 
of putting a large number of hair-like metallic filaments called 
dipoles into an orbital belt around the Earth. The object of the 
experiment was to investigate whether these needles would act 
as passive reflectors for relaying communications. Nevertheless, 
resolutions were passed by the International Scientific Radio Union 
in 1960, and by the International Astronomical Union 1961. 
expressing strong opposition to the experiment.99 ' 
(e) Nuclear Bomb Tests 
The preamble of the Test Ban Treaty, 100 states that the 
ultimate aim of the Parties other than putting an end to the 
contamtnation orman's environment by radio active substance, is 
98. Draft Rules Concerning Changes in the Environmental of the Earth, The David Davies 
Memorial Institute of International Studies. 
99. See, "Statement on Project West Ford", The Department of State Bulletin; 15 July, 1963, 
...pp. 105 - 107. 
100. United States - United Kingdom - Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (as it was then) 
Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, in Outer Space and Under 
Water, signed in Moscow, August 1963, in force 10 October 1963, A.J.I.L. pp. 1026,-
"029 (1963). 
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the speediest possible achievement of an agreement on general 
and complete disarmament which would put an end to the 
armaments' race and eliminate the incentive for the production 
and testing of all types of weapons, including nuclear weapons. 
There is no doubt that man's actions can impair his genetic 
inheritance and the cumulative effect of ionizing radiation ensuring 
such impairment, clearly emphasizes the responsibility of the 
present generation, particularly in view of the social consequences 
laid on human population by unfavourable genes. 101 
The essence of the TestBan Treaty is not to reduce nuclear 
stockpiles by states, nor would 1t restrict their use in time of war, 
but essentially reflect a common recognition of the dangers in 
further testing. For various reasons which are many, the impact 
of science on international law is hardly any where clearer than in 
the case of the Test Ban Treaty. Such reasons as have been 
enumerated include: 
1 . Science and Technology have caused the whole 
problem; 
2. The impetus to stop nuclear tests was largely 
motivated by the warnings of scientists against the 
biological harmful effects of fall out. 
3. Science and technology produced the means to by-
pass the controversies about inspection, because 
detection and identificatioh of tests in violation of 
this Treaty became feasible without inspection on 
the spot; and 
4. Because of all potentially harmful experiments this is 
the only one thus far which has been regulated or 
prohibited under International Law by a treaty 
generally adhered to. 102 
1 . The results of scientific activities have been felt in Nigeria 
and ought to be referred to hence as examples. 
101. Report of the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation, 
para 54 p. 40. 
102. For more details, see, Mouton 0D' cit. 
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Not too long ago, there was the ceJebrated KOko ToxIc 
Waste dumping episode which caused Nigerians great concern 
ar,ld raised both municipal I~w and international law problems. 
Although the depos,itlon. of~he offensive wastes was that of 
private companies from Ita*v and Nigeria, the implication of the 
effect of the dumping ofthew8ste for the health of the people 
was paramount. Invariably, the manner of resolution of that 
problem had the possibility of spilling over to the diplomatic 
relationship of both countries. 
Also to be mentioned is the often reported oil spillage and 
gas flaring in Riverine areas, particularly Port Harcourt and Warri 
which are the oil producing regions of Nigeria. Should all these 
developments capable of causing great damages to humanity do 
without legal regulation? Of course No. 
THE LAW AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION: 
THE CASE OF POLLUTION: 
Pollution is the act of soiling the environment with refuse 
or waste material which constitutes a danger, either because it is 
toxic for man and other living organisms, or because it takes up 
otherwise needed space. It is an unwanted by-product of industry 
and other applications of technology or of scientific experiments. 
The International protective measures taken, or desirable, in the 
face of various types of pollution are of great general interest and 
merit examination here. 
(a) Pollution of Inland Waters by Waste Chemicals of 
Industries, Insecticides and by Radio - Active Waste 
There are a number of bilateral treaties on this subject, 
varying between absolute prohibition of pollution to more limited 
provisions. There are also multilateral agreements, the text of 
which can be found in the Legislative Texts and Treaty Provisions 
concerning the Utilisation of International Rivers for Purposes 
other than Navigation .103 The operative sound principle on this 
matter of pollution is, as in all things, reasonableness. 
Accordingly, the key to the problem, particularly where 
103. U.N. doc. ST/LEGISER. 8/12. 
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international rivers are concerned, brings on the maxim: sic utere 
tuo ut aJienum non 13adas. 
(b) Pollution of Sea bed by Oil Insecticides and Radio-active 
Waste 
Of these types of pollution, only oil pollution has been 
regulated. 104 The regulation only refers to pollution by ships. 
Pollution caused by oil from pipelines or resulting from the 
exploitation or explora~ion of the sea bed and subsoil if covered by 
another Convention. 105 By the Convention, every State shall take 
measures to prevent pollution of the seas caused by the dumping 
of radio-active waste, 106 and such states are obliged to cooperate 
with competent international Organizations by taking necessary 
measures. 
An important and rich part of the world in which a definite 
prohibition of radio-active waste disposal exists is Antarctica. 107 
(c) Pollution of the Air by Smoke and Fumes: 
A major source of pollution is smoke, and in particular, 
noxious cases from factories, in so far as these have an effect on 
cloud formations or drift across frontiers into other countries. An 
example of Jegal problems created by the latter is to be found in 
the Trail Smelter Arbitration. w8 
Another source of pollution is radiation from reactors and 
other factories using radio-isotopes, and from the mining and 
transporting of nuclear materials, its use in agriculture and 
medicine. 
1 04. Internation~1 Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by oil. signed in 
London on 12 May. 1954. UNTS. 327 .. p. 4. 
105. Articles 24 of the Convention on the High Seas of 1958. 
106. Article 26. Ibid. 
107. By Virture of Article _\I_of the Antarctica Treaty of December 1. 1959. 
108. U.N. Reports on International Arbitral Awards. Vol. III pp. 1905 - 1982. 
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Cd) Pollut~()n of the Atmosphere and Outer Space by' Rocket 
Exhaust 
It is highly probable'that serious danger could be posed to 
human health and unknown consequences on the climate, by 
pollution from rocket exhaust. It is capable of affecting the ozone 
protection against ultra violet rays. 
(e) Pollution of Outer Space by Orbiting "Hardware" (Clustering 
of Waste Material 
This kind of pollution, thought not yet as serious as others 
must be mentioned. There could be the danger of risks of 
collision as the number of objects in orbit increase. lOS 
(f) Pollution by Insecticides or Pesticides 
The balance of nature has been upset significantly at an 
increasing level by pollution caused by insecticides or pesticides 
which have been soiling the earth, ground water, rivers and lakes 
and the sea. 110 
I consider it appropriate at this stage before discussing my 
personal contributions to legal science and education to pose the 
question:- How have the various laws and regulations governing 
Science and Technology been enforced? 
Until now, I have in my discussions of the various aspects 
of our topic touched on numerous legal devices, embedded in 
regulating science and technology. 
109. See. Jenks, "Space Law", pp. 280 - 281 where he observed as follows: The existence 
of clear rules requiring objects launched into orbit or beyond to be fitted with the 
instruments permitting their recovery or destruction at the end of their useful lives in 
order to avoid space being cluttered with derelicts, the continued observance of which 
places an impossible burden on the ground tracking networks, may, therefore, be of 
political and military as well as of practical and scientific importance". 
110. See, Miller, "International Control of Pesticides: Presenting the Problem"; Goulding, 
"International Control of Pesticides"; Scott, "Possible Effects of Persistent Pesticides", 
Report of Conference on Law and Science. 
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The question then to be addressed is to attempt some brief survey 
of the level of the enforcement and application of these laws in 
practice. For is would not be right for anyone to think that the 
laws, conventions. resolutions of international organisations etc 
as well as decisions of courts are mere sermons which are 
incapable of being forcible applied. 
Apart from using the mechanism of the courts to enforce 
the laws, and resolutions relating to science and technology 
within the municipal domains of States as well as within the 
framework of the international world system, other means mainly 
within the collective responsibility provisions of the United Nations 
Organization Charter have been invoked to compel offenders to 
behave. 
A State owes at all times a duty to protect other states 
against injurious acts by individuals .from within its jurisdiction.'" 
In the TRAIL SMELTER ARBITRATION CASE between the United 
States of America and Canada, "2 Cana~a had to pay substantial 
compensation to USA for emitting over 300 tons of sulphur, 
containing considerable quantities of sulphur dioxide daily which 
were being carried down Columbia River valley and across into the 
United States causing considerable damage to land and other 
interests in the State of Washington. 
LANDMARKS IN MY ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL CAREER 
Mr Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, today as I look 
back at my road to Professorship, I feel very much obligated to 
put on record my profound indebtedl'iess and gratitude to various 
individuals and groups who have in diverse ways influenced 
remarkably my professional and academic career. 
In this regard, I wish first and foremost to mention my first 
teacher of Law, a renowned Soviet Jurist of International 
distinction, Professor Igor Ivanovich Lukashuk. 
111. See. Eagleton. Responsibility of States in International Law. 1928 p. 80 
112. 1938 and 1941. 
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As my first Dean of Law and teacher, he greanv insp-~d 7~ In 
research and writing. He was very fond of Benjamin Franklin, an 
eighteenth Century American Scientist and Diplomat who once said: 
"If you would not be forgotten as soon as you are dead and 
rotten, either write things worth reading or do things worth 
writing about"113 
Putting together the learned Professor's wise advise and 
wisdom inherent in Franklin's injunction quoted above, I chose to 
stand for the first option of his £tatement, that is to say, to write 
things worth reading. This has paid good dividend. Indeed, I must 
confess that it was Professor Lukashuk who wetted my appetite to 
academics and writing. I salute him. 
Later, in my academic pursuit, two eminent international legal 
scholars brought to bear on the firm foundation of my research 
training already' sharpened b'y Professor Lukashuk. These brilliant 
jurists were Professor Pete'Hendricks Kooijmans,114 and Judge, Sir 
Gerald Fitzmaurice.115 Both men supervised my doctorate degree 
thesis as internal and external supervisors respectively. 
The research effort in my collaboration with them yielded my 
first work titled: "The Expansion of New Subjects of 
Contemporary International Law Through their Treaty - Making 
Capacity.,116 This work was further greatly expanded and improved 
and published as: "Controversial Subiects of Contemporary 
International Law . .,117 The learned Judge contributed a foreward to 
this book. I shall ever remain obliged to these erudite scholars. 
113. This quotation came handy recently, in my review of a very·good novel titled: "TIENA"; written 
by OLlIGSO, and published by INSELSERG (Nig) Ltd, read at the launchingcer;mpPlY at 
Mododel, Enugu, on 23rd April, 1992 . 
. ",114. Professor Kooijmam. was a one time Dutch SecreQa,y of Stte for Foreign Affairs aflII";'any 
times leader of Dutch Delegation to the 6th Committee of the United Nations Organisation 
General Assembly. . 
115. He is now of blessed memory, who as the time was a contemporary of our reverred and 
respected. His Execellency, Judge Charles Dadi Ohyeama. . 
116. Rotterdam University Press, 1973, 244 pages. 
117. ·Rotterdam University Press, 1974,244 pages 
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I must not forget my University of Nigeria, International law 
class of 1983. In particular, I must mention Messers Centus 
Nweze, who is currently the Counsel to the Enugu State Executive 
Governor, Dr Emmanuel Okwesilieze Nwodo, and Attorney 
Anthony Igwemezie, now a private legal practitioner in Los 
Angeles, USA. 
As their teacher and adviser for the Moot, lied them to that 
year's Philip Jessup Moot Court Competition at the end of which 
my team was adjudged as one of the top ten of the competing 
teams from one hundred and twenty-five participating teams from 
Law Schools, the world over. I thank them once more for doing 
me, the University, Nigeria and indeed Africa proud. 
It is said that nothing succeeds like success. Nothing urges 
one to greater success as motivation and encouragement. In this 
connection, I must not forget Professor Frank Nwachukwu Ndili, 
former Vice-Chancellor, University of Nigeria. I must confess that 
the commendation letter he wrote to me on our return to Nigeria 
from the said competition following the brilliant performance of 
the above mentioned students spurred me on to further 
professional and academic endeavours. The emergence of my 
odyssey in the field of International law which indeed was my 
third book 118 was consequent upon my very rewarding Sabbatical 
leave at the Faculty of Law, University of Calabar which was 
granted to me by Professor Ndili. To Frank Nwachukwu Ndili, I 
say thank you. 
My first challenge of founding a Faculty of Law119 deserves 
mention. I must thank immensely all the members of the Law 
Library Development Committee without whom the effort would 
have been a failure. My pioneer students made a commendable 
first outing at the end of their professional course in Lagos and I 
salute them all. 
Last but certainly not the least, among persons who notably 
influenced my academic and professional career was His 
Excellency, Judge T.O. Elias, of blessed memory. He, perhaps, 
more than anybody else, influenced me in diverse ways, first as 
an intellectual adversary, and later as a worthy mentor and friend. 
118. See, Okeke, C.N. "The Theory and Practice of International Law in Nigeria", Fourth 
Dimension Publishers, Enugu, 1986, 316 pages. 
119. 1985-1989. 
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He posed a cha"e'lge to me and my colleagues when as the Chief 
Justice of Nigeria, the official discriminatory policy he pursued as 
its Chief Priest, denied us the opportunity of being admitted 
timeously to the Nigerian Law School in Lagos. This posture was 
mainly because of the colonial prejudices against non-comma, law 
graduates of law. 
Permit me here to acknowledge the timely intervention of 
the late Honourable Justice (Dr) Augustine Nnamani for the 
exemplary and progressive role he played in resolving the situat!<ln 
as the direct immediate successor to Elias as the Federal Attorney 
General and Minister of Justice of the Federation of Nigeria. 
Elias' opposition to our admission to complete the 
professional training was a major set-back and second major 
challenge I had to face in my professional and academic career. 
It is one of those ironies of history that the same great Legal 
Institution called Elias eventually became one of my most notable 
mentors and friend in my later career. For example, he travelled 
all the way from the Hague to Nigeria on March 27, 1987 to 
launch my book:"The Theory And Practice of International Law in 
Nigeria". To you Taslim Olawale Elias a world renowned scholar, 
a dedicated educationist, a brilliant Jurist, a distinguished 
statesman, lowe you immense gratitude. May your very gentle 
soul rest in perfect peace, Amen. 
AFTERWARDS: SHOULD A FACULTY OF LAW FIND A PLACE IN 
A UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY? 
The foregoing detailed discussions of the inter-relationship 
between law, science and technology have brought us to 
proffering an answer to the inevitable question, whether there 
should be a Faculty of Law in a University of Science and 
Technology. Our answer is in the affirmative for several other 
reasons, apart from those already advanced and aptly illustrated 
in this lecture. 
Taking the ESUT academic Faculties and units for purposes 
of illustration, there exist the Colleges of Engineering and 
1.1 Technology, EnvironmentalSciences, Natural Science, Agricultural 
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Sciences - all these in th~ core area of science, engineering and 
technology, which constitute the main mandate· given to the 
University by the Founders of the University. Already these 
Faculties are heavily serviced with relevant law courses which 
they need badly, such as law of contract, environmental law, 
land law, arbitration law to mention but a few. The law courses 
are indispensable for these faculties. 
ESUT has a formidable Industrial Development Centre (lDC)' 
the principal programme of which is the development of Computer 
Technology. There is also -a Department of Computer Science. 
A proper working relationship between these units and the Faculty 
of Law will enhance computerised legal research tools which will 
reduce grudgery of legal research and enhance thoroughness. The 
ultimate goal would be to provide the Superior Courts of the 
country with these new retrieval systems. The public will benefit 
immensely from such an arrangement. 
There are also other Faculties of Management, and Social 
Sciences whose programmes, because of their nature and 
content, must be serviced by law. The marriage between law and 
business has always been a healthy one. 
In the country today, there are three State Universities of 
Science and Technology 120 and five Federal Universities of 
Science and Technology.121 In recognition of the need of law to 
science and technology, two of the three State Universities of 
Science and Technology in the country established Faculties of 
Law. These are the Rivers State University of Science and 
Technology, and the ESUT which has now replaced the old 
Anambra State University of Technology now has a Faculty of 
Law. Thanks to the dynamism of its Vice-Chancellor. 
European, American and Canadian Universities of 
Technology, in full recognition of the place of law in their 
programmes, have Faculties or Schools of Law. A good example 
20. Enugu State University of SCience and Technology; Rivers State University of Science 
and Technology, Port-Harcourt; and the Ladoke Akintola University of Technology 
(Formerly Oyo State University). 
121. These are Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University of Technology, Bauchi, Federal University 
of Technology Akure; Federal University of Technology Owerri; Federal University of 





is the Massachusetts's Institute of Technology, which for long 
had a Faculty of Social Sciences and not long ago -set up a 
department of law. 
It is submitted, therefore, that law should have a central 
place in all the Universitas; but most importantly, in Universities 
of Technology for all the reasons already adduced which must by 
now have been evident. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: 
MESSAGE OF THE LECTURE: 
Having come thus far, in discussing our topic, I should, in 
closing, confess that as I end this lecture, I have great feelings of 
an impending cataclysm. I have serious doubts about Nigeria's 
and indeed, Africa's future in the areas of science and technology. 
In my first book published in 1974, referred to earlier in this 
paper,122 I did point out that the Second World War and its 
aftermath have precipitated revolutionary changes, firstly, in the 
political, social and economic fields, and secondly, in the scientific 
and technological fields. It may well be the tragedy of modern 
international law that it was undermined by a nineteenth century 
conception of State and International relations at the very moment 
it was challenged by modern, social, international and 
technological d~velopments. In its attempt, therefore, to survive 
the first (poli#cal, social and economic) it failed to cope with the 
second (scientific and technological).123 This situation has 
unfortunately, not changed significantly at least in Nigeria, Africa 
and the so;':called Third World countries. 
If the transfer of technology is to make a contribution to 
development in the Third World, then the kind of technology to be 
\, Uansferred must be carefully selected to ensure iT can be 
J 22.5ee, the discussions .on my contributions to legal science and education;. supra 
'1-23. Okeke, C.N. "Controversial 5ub[ects of Contemporary International Law, 1974, p. X. 
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integrated into the social, economic and cultural conditions in which it is to be applied. Scrutinizing a 
particular technology for its adequacy, selecting it and adopting it to the prevailing conditions require 
a high degree of techno-scientific expertise in the consumer countries which can only be acquired if 
the relevant information is available to them, and the specific conditions under which the technology 
will be used are consciously ::onsidered in the decision process. Information and its source are, 
therefore, central to the form of technological transfer and determine the relationship between the 
industrialised and the developing countries. 
I reject one-sided technological dependence because it is, as it were, one-sided. It is a 
perpetual form of dependence. 
With regard to research in science and technology, it is our considered view that the imperfect 
forms of protection against potentially harmful effects of experiments call for further attention from 
sciemists as well as international law experts. Above all, much suspicion must be erased, and new 
awareness of a general responsibility for the welfare of mankind must be born before proposals made 
above can become a reality. The interdependence of mankind caused by the development of science 
and technology means that States cannot act without a resulting impact upon other States. ,The lawyer 
and indeed, in particular, the international lawyer, faces great challenges in finding effective and just 
solutions through law which is an indispensable tool for this purpose. 
While I have stressed all through the possible contribution of law to the regulation of science 
and technology, greater stress must be laid on a more fundamental truth: we deceive ourselves if we 
expect from legal institutions the protection of values that lack our own deep commitment, our 
willingness to assert and defend them. Legal norms and institutions are merely tools in human hands. 
The hand that shape and wield the tools determine the tasks to which they will be applied, the priorities 
. among them. and the longer range objectives that the immediate task services. 
In my assessment, therefore, of the Significance of law as a bulwark of science and 
technology, we must 'determine who exercises that shaping power and the ends towards which it will 
be applied, whether the value commitments of the people in general or of a select few g(lide the 
shaping and application of legal power. However, one inescapable conclusion emerges: it is a futile 
and naive hope to took to legal institutions for protection against those who hold the power to make and 
administer the law. 
In warning the American people some years ago against undu~ reliance on judicial 
enforcement of constitutional guarantees to protect their fundamental liberties, a great judge observed 
that: 
• ... a society so riven that the spirit of moderation is gone. no ~ourt can save, ." 
... a society where that spirit flourishes, no court need save; in a' society which evades its responsibility 
by thrusting upon the courts the nurture of that spirits, that spirit in the end will perish.'2. 
Mr. Chairman, it may seem appropriate for me to conclude this lecture by offering my 
apologies to all those whose sensibilities might have been inadvertently offended. In doing so 
however, neither the methodology, orientation or conceptual framework is regretted. Similarly, the views 
expressed deserve no apology. 
124. William Burnett Harvey, Freedom, University and the Law, The Legal Status of Academic 
Freedom in the University of Black Africa, University of Lagos, 1978, p. 86 
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I advocate that law must necessarily be integrated with science and technology and this 
being so, does not do havoc to the outfit (Universities) in which these are studied. Rather, great 
advantages abound from or through their togetherness. 
I thank you all for your patience. 
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